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EDITOR’S NOTES
At the request ol friends who are Yoga teachers in Italy,
Vimalaji gave a series of talks and answered a number of
questions on Patanjali's Raja Yoga, in Italy in 1989.
Outside India Vimalaji has never spoken about Yoga or
aboul Upanishads with non Indians. It was in March 1989
when some friends from Italy came over lo Mount Abu and
spent len days studying Ishavasya Upanishad, that Vimalaji
first spoke about Upanishads. and after Ishavasya Upanishad,
in August 1989 Vimalaji spoke aboul Raja Yoga in Italy.
As such talks on the ancient teachings of Indian Sages
and Rishis are being published for the first time in English,
we would like to draw the attention of all our readers, inquirers
and students of Yoga that during Ihe talks Vimalaji clarified,
that what was being said was about Patanjali Yoga. “Vimala
is nol sitting here to talk about her understanding of life. I am
sitting here as a leacher would sit in a class to lalk about
Raja Yoga which is a philosophy of Patanjali. With great
respecl I share my underslanding ol those aphorisms.”
As these dialogues were a response lo questions on
different sutras, they were in no way a complete sludy of the
Yoga Sutras. In 1996 there was a request from Ihe Yoga
teachers of Europe for an indeplh study of Patanjali's Yoga
Sutras. Vimalaji accepted their request and in September
1996 for two weeks Vimalaji look up Ihe study of Patanjali's
Raja Yoga - we are happy to inform our readers lhat a book
has now been published based on Ihose Diologues titled
"Yoga Beyond Meditation".
- K a ise r Irani
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Chapter One

THE FOUNDATION OF THE SCIENCE
OF RA JA YOGA
D u rin g Ihis o n e w e e k th a t w e a re to g e th e r
d isco u rse s will n ot be given, but Ihere w ill be a ve ry
in tim a te sh aring a bo ut Raja Yoga, w hich is a w h olistic
w ay of living. A s you c o n s id e r yo u rse lf to be stud e nts
of Yoga, V im a la co n sid e rs h e rse lf a s lu d e n t of w h o lis lic
way o f living, so w e a re g o in g to share, sittin g in a
cla ss a s it w ere, a nd ta lk thing s over, as in tim a te ly as
possible.
L et us lay th e fo u n d a tio n fo r o u r o ne w e e k
in qu iry in this o u r first m o rn in g se ssion . I’m afraid I will
be oblige d to use a n u m b e r o f S an skrit term s. O ne
would like to avoid u sing them , as fa r as p ossible, but
ce rta in term s w o uld n ot be avoidable. W e m igh t have
lo lo o k at the m a nd u n d e rs ta n d th e m b e fo re w e
p roceed w ilh o u r stud y of R aja Yoga.
Yoga as a way o f living w a s d iscove re d in India
tho u san ds and tho u san ds o f ye ars ago. Il is n ot a
philoso p hy o r a scie nce , lh a t ca m e into e xiste n ce by
ilse lf in 553 B .C ., w h en P atanjali co difie d th e w ay of
living, in lo ce rta in sutras. T h e slu d y of the sutras, the
words, Ihe ir literal m e a nin g , is an in tro du ction to Yoga
by the m se lve s, b ut the a p h o rism s o r the s u tra s of
Patanjali do not co nstitu te the w h ole of Yoga.
In o rd e r to u nd erstan d P atanjali w e will have to
go back into th e Vedic h is to ry o r rather the h is to ry of
V edic cu llu re in India. In o rd e r lo lay the fo u n da lio n of
inquiry, you w ill have to g e l a cq u ainte d w ith Ihe culture
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in which Patanjali could write down those aphorisms.
Discoveries have their roots in culture, they are not
born in the emptiness or void, but they are the by
product of a collective way of living. Long before
Patanjali was born Vedas were written. Even if you
accept the European version of Ihe Indian history, Ihe
Vedas were written 10,000 years ago. According to
the Chinese and the Indian historians Ihe Vedas go
back lo 15,000 years.
HISTORY OF VEDIC PERIOD
The word Veda is derived from the root “Vid".
“Vid" is to know - Vid, Veda, Vedanta. Vedanta is the
ending of knowledge. Veda the product of knowledge,
Vid to know, to acquire information about cosmic life,
to in ve stig a te through obse rva tio n , exploration,
experimentation and then write down the Truth that has
been verified by oneself in the laboratory of one's life.
I would like your attention lo be drawn to Ihis
point, that in the Vedas, the words lhat were written,
are communicalions of verified truths by the Rishis or
the Sages (by whatever means they had for verification)
in the laboratory of Iheir physical and psychological
life. They investigated, explored, experimented and in
the laboratory of relationships the Truths were verified.
Because the validity of Truth can be discovered only in
the movement of relationships. If the Truths do not
stand valid or stand Ihe lest of living them in actual
movement of relationship, then the Truths are nothing
but theories gathered intellectually, stored in memory
and repeated like philosophies.
Vedas are nol volumes of philosophy, they are
freely verbalised and written down communicalions of
2
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the verified Truth. T h a t is th e firs l th in g one w o uld like
to p oin l o u l about the Vedic culture and the Vedas.
T he Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, S am a Veda, A th a rva Veda
were ve rb a lly co m m u nicate d. T h ey h ad no p ap er and
p rin ting press, so Ihey w o uld la ke th e b ark of a tree
and w rite on it. T h e o lde st co pie s o f th e V edas are still
on these barks of tre es. T h e n am e o f the Iree w as
B huja and the b ark w as calle d B hoja. On th e B hoja
Patra ■ Ihe b ark of the B hu ja Iree, the V edas were
w ritten.

n isH is
The V edas are a co lle ction of co m m u nicatio n s
o f ve rifie d tru th s and the se tru lh s are a b o u t th e origin
o f co sm o s and co sm ic life. T h ey are a b o u t the nature
of in le r-re la tio n sh ip am o ng Ihe things and b eings that
in h a b it the co sm o s, th e n atu re of n o n -h u m a n and
hum an species. T hey are a bo ut biology, physiology,
p sych o lo g y , se xolo g y, g e n e tic e n g in e e rin g , m u sic,
dan ce, dra m a, p o e try - to m e n tion o n ly the few. There
is n ol a sin gle a spe ct of life - hum an a s w e ll as n o n 
hum an tha t w as n o l invesligated by tho se ancient sages
w h o w e re calle d Rishis. The S an skrit w o rd fo r a sage
was RISH1.
T h e person w as calle d a Rishi b ecause Ihe word
"R ish i1 is derived from the S a n skrit root w hich im plied
to perceive. R ishi is an in dividu a l w h o se p ercep tion s
are p urified.
In E ng lish you ca ll the m a sage, b ul the word
"sa g e" doe s n o l explain th e n ua n ce s co nta ine d in the
word "R ishi". R ishi m e a ns p u rified percep tion , a uste rity
lo live ih e p ercep tion as il has la ken place and Ihe
ca pa city to (each if stud e nts co m e lo the m . R ishi m ust
3
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have these Ihree:
- P u rified perceplion - "R ishiyah m antra
drashlraha" - They perceive. They can perceive the
sound and Ihe quality of sound, they can perceive
light and the constituent principles of light - they can
perceive even where perceptions are subtle, fine,
purified.
- The strength of austerity - rather the strength
to dedicate one's Life to the living of Truth. You can
perceive the Irulh but you may not live it. Then you
cannot be called a Rishi. The living is Ihe lesl of Ihe
understanding. Knowledge for the sake of knowledge,
knowledge for the sake of scholarship, knowledge for
propagation of theories - all were meaningless in Ihe
Vedic period. So they required the discipline, the
austerity to live those truths, lo dedicate the life to
living the truths.
- The capacity to communicate. If the student
came to learn, then you can take the role of a teacher
and communicate.
These three aspects enable a person to be
called a Rishi or a Sage.
RISHI SANSKRIT!
The Vedas were written by Rishis and they lived
in forests. The period of Vedic Culture is called Rishi
Sanskrili - the culture of Rishis. The Rishis always
lived in the forest, so in Indian history you might find
the word: “forest culture” - Aranyaka Sanskriti - "Aranya"
is the word for forest and "Sanskriti" means culture.
Rishis living in the Aranya writing down the Vedas so
it was called Aranyaka Sanskriti. Some of the Vedas
4
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are called “Aranyakas". thal is to say the discovery of
truth lhat took place in the forest.
"Sanskriti" is the Sanskrit word used for Culture.
Civilization is advance of science and technology and
Culture is Ihe conditioning of the consciousness. The
p ro ce ss th ro u g h w h ich th e c o n d itio n in g s of
consciousness lakes place is called a culture or culture
building activity. Civilizalion refers to the outer, to the
external and to some extent even to the physical. But
in culture you are referring lo Ihe inner and how you
mould, shape, regulate the quality of consciousness
among the individuals and among groups of individuals.
In Sanskrit the word is '‘Sanskriti".
Sanskriti is the result of conditionings. Now
please do see wilh me that the word '‘conditioning”
that I am using has a special psychological conotation
in the Western world. The word “conditionings" means
lim ita tio n s and when you say : “ these are my
conditioning” you refer to them as lim itations and
sometimes the word is used in a derogatory sense.
But the Sanskrit words “Sanskara”, ‘'Sanskaram” and
"Sanskriti" do not mean lim iting the content. The
purpose is not to limit the content. The purpose is not
limit but it is to mould and shape. For example to
mould and regulate the animal instincts in the human
being. Why should they be regulated or controlled or
moulded? They should be regulated, controlled or
moulded so lhal they do not become obstacles or
hurdles in the expression of something which the
human beings have more lhan the animals have. In
order lo help Ihe expression, hurdles or obstacles have
to be removed or they have lo be channelized. Human
instincts have to be channelized, they have to be
5
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shaped and regulate d so lhat Ihe D ivinity, the
inexhaustible creativity, the polential creativity in human
beings can express ilself in daily living. Sanskara is
not regarded as a bondage nor means for limitation,
but il is a help for Ihe expression of the Being, it is a
help for manifesting Ihe content of being.
Sanskriti is the result of such collective efforts
at regulating, moulding, shaping and channelising the
animal instincts, the roughness, the cruelty, so thal the
human being becomes a Sanskrit Manav - a cultured
human being. Culture is the process of helping the
Divinity within to manifest itself at every level in life physical, verbal, psychological. In Ihe movement of
relationship it is the content of Divinity that has to be
expressed, it is the content of Wholeness that has to
be expressed. Whatever prevents the Wholeness from
manifesting would be looked upon as an obstacle and
whatever helps Ihe wholeness lo manifest, lo get
reflected, lo express itself, would be looked upon as
Sanskriti or culture.
Vedas were written by the Rishis living in the
forests developing ways of living, so thal Ihe polential
creativity which the human beings share with the
cosmos smoothly manifests ilself, at the physical, the
verbal, the psychological level. Vedas are equal to Rishi
Sanskriti, Ihe culture of the sages.
KRISHI SANSKRITI
In order to see the background may I proceed
to look at another aspect, because this Vedic Cullure
or Rishi Sanskriti requires a social background and
that social background was of agriculture. Agriculture
in Sanskrit is called Krishi. The first was Rishi and
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Rishi Culture and the second was Krishi and Krishi
Culture. “Krishin is to till Ihe land. The forest cultures
were accompanied by agriculture, they were in harmony
wilh each other. The land was tilled, il was not treated
as an industry and the relationship with the land was
not one of getting input from the land and output from
Ihe land. It was not looked upon as a factory or a
industry. Commercialisation - all these things were nol
known. I’m trying to persuade you lo come with me
5 ,000 ye a rs back to a hum an c u ltu re w h ere
commercialisation of life was not even dreamt of. There
was reverence for life, there was a gratefulness for life.
The Rishis and their culture were accompanied
by farmers and Iheir farms. Forest culture and farm
culture. If you don'l understand these Iwo together, we
are nol going to get at the essence of Raja Yoga.
When you turn to the aphorism the words shall remain
empty words, wilh some dictionary meaning, unrelated
to our food, to our diet, lo our psychology, to our
behaviour. It will remain only theories. Intellectual study
of theories never leads to transformation of your being
and your life. Whatever one studies has to be co
related to the way of living. Knowledge unrelated to
Ihe way of living has no value. As soon as knowledge
is related to your act of living, co-related to everything
- from the moment of birth to the moment of death when it gets co-re lated to every activity - then
knowledge gets converted into underslanding, it
becom es the substance of your being and then
transformation is a by-product of the conversion of the
substance ol your being. You do not have to work for
it. Mutation, transformation, psychic revolution are not
intellectual exercises, they are not emotional cultivation,
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they are the by-product, a natural logical consequence
of something much deeper.
So the forest culture in the Vedic days was
accompanied by farm culture. Rishi Culture and Krishi
Cullure. The land was tilled with love and reverence,
wilh gratefulness, so that people could grow grains,
cereals, vegetables, fruits etc.
There used to be in those days what you call
kings or princes who took care of the forest or farms.
They were called in Sanskrit Nrupati. “ Pati" is a
protector and “ Nru" means human being. Prolector of
human beings. The responsibility of Ihe kings was to
prolect the Rishis and the farmers. The farmers were
the producers of the basic necessities of life and Ihe
Rishis, the givers of the light of understanding. These
three were working intelligently, in cooperation with
one another. There was a holistic way of living. If this
had not existed, 1 wonder if Yoga Sutras could have
been written or for thal matter whether any olher branch
of Yoga - Mantra Yoga, Tantra Yoga could have resulted
at all. Because these discoveries requiring dedicalion
of generations, also require a security, a stability economic stability and political security, as you call
them today. I would say psychological security and
physical security is required, so lhat one can relax
and dedicate. These Rishis had dedicated iheir life for
the discoveries of truth, for the discoveries of the nature
of Ultim ate Reality. They had been privileged lo
dedicate their lives. They could convert their bodies
and their life as laboratories because the farmers were
Ihere to feed them and the Nurpatis were there to
protect them. They did not have to work. Please take
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in lo co n sid e ra tio n Ihis co nte xt o f life, this h arm onious,
holistic living.

ASHRAM SANSKRITI
How did the leaching of Ihe Rishis, the Vedas,
the U panishads, the Aranyakas, the Sam hitas,
Brahamanas, Vyakaras etc. how did il travel downwards
from 5,000 years back, right lo the twenty first century?
It is beautiful, the way the Rishis lived there in the
forests with iheir families. Their doors were open twenty
four hours lo anyone who wanted lo come and learn
from Ihem, lhat is why it was called Ashram. “Shram"
is exhaustion • physical, psychological. Il is a place, in
other words where you relax. Ashram is a place of total
relaxation, where relaxation is a way of living or way of
living is relaxed, which ever way you like lo pul il.
The homes of the Rishis were like universities.
Who so ever wanted to go and study could approach
the Rishi and say: "I would like to come and study with
you” . Then the students had to live in the forests wilh
those sages as members of their family and share all
the work ■cutting the wood, cooking the meals, washing
the utensils etc. Living and le arning were woven
together. I'm trying lo share with you, how the wholislic
way, was wholislic in every detail. Today education is
a profession. Teaching is a profession and for those who
go to Ihe schools and colleges learning is a part-time
thing. You pay money for il and you get taught, you get
a degree, so that you get a job and so on. The learning
was not a profession nor was teaching a profession. The
students and the teachers lived together. The learners
and those who have learnt before them, they came
together and lived together and learnt together.
g
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When living and learning get divorced from each
other, when learning loses the co-relation with living,
then I think people become knowledgeable bul they
understand very little because Ihe very act of learning
is not co-related to the living. In the Vedic period
learning was a part of living, living was a movement
of learning and communicating.
In Sanskrit the word used for teaching is
“Acharya” . "Achar" means your behaviour, “acharya” is
one in whose behaviour all his understanding is
manifested effortlessly. “Achar” or the behaviour is the
test of your understanding. The criteria or norm of
testing whether the teacher was good or nol, was his
behaviour ■ his relationship with his wife, with the
sludenls who came to learn, his relationship wilh the
land while working in the farm or in the forests.
The students came and the Rishis laught. The
spoken word was received. There were no books, no
writing notes. You had to receive very deeply with the
wholeness of your being. When you have nolebooks
you write down notes, when you have cassettes you
don't even take notes, you sit before the cassette and
you listen to them. Everything is so abstracl now listening is no more Ihe movement of your whole being.
O ur life today is a fragmented way of living. It is
compartmentalised way of living and in order to move
towards the wholistic way of living we will have to
meet these challenges. We cannot go back to the
farm culture, we cannot go back to ihe Vedic Culture,
but out of the complications of the modern industrialised
world and the cultural and spiritual crisis it has created
for us, we will have to find out a wholistic way of living.
Moving out of this fragmentation and developing a
10
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wholistic way in the context of the twenty first century.
Do you see the challenge that is facing us? Otherwise
I would not be talking about Yoga to you.
If the human beings five thousand years ago
had the genius to live holistically, then I think human
beings today also can have Ihe same genius to carve
oul a holistic way of living and proceed from twentieth
century lo twenlyfirsl century. Twentieth century has
been the bloodiest, the most murderous century in
history. Let the twenlyfirsl be a century of creativity.
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries were ones of
specialisation, compartmentalisalion and fragmentation
on racism, on religion, on nationalism and so on. Let
the twentyfirst century be a century of discovering
holistic way of living, holistic diet, holistic medicine,
holistic exercises, holistic relationship • wholeness as
the content of consciousness - a holistic perspective
of life. That is the challenge waiting for us and I think
Raja Yoga points a way to the possibility of a holistic
century.
Students cam e and started living with the
teacher for twentyfour hours a day, exposed to the
search light of intimacy. Small children or big students
were watching, were observing the teacher in his
privacy, in his classes - everywhere. Whatever is valid
after having being exposed to the intimacy of living
together has some value in life, otherwise you will be
speaking one thing and living quite the contradictory.
As we said a few minutes ago, living is the test of
understanding and the movement of understanding is
the test of the quality of your consciousness. Whatever
the consciousness is, is bound to be expressed in
relationship. You can't say: “ I have peace" and in
11
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relationship get disturbed, perturbed, imbalanced every
second hour.
The teachings were received wilh the wholeness
of being. They sprang from Ihe wholeness of being
and were received with the wholeness of being.
Through Ihe centuries the Vedas were nol written down
but for thousands and thousands of years they were
just received, lived, communicated, like a river flowing.
If these points have been sufficiently clear as
the background of yoga, let us proceed. All the
Upanishads are in the form of dialogue between the
teacher and the student. There are hundreds of such
Upanishads, and on the basis of these Upanishads
are the flowering of the Vedas. After the period of the
Upanishads comes the period of codifying and putting
them scientifically in the form of treatise or thesis ■
Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisheshika, Purva Mimamsa,
Uttar Mimamsa • the six schools of philosophy. You get
first the 5 Vedas, then 500 Upanishads, then you get
6 systems of Indian philosophy, among which you get
Yoga as the second school of philosophy. First comes
Sankhya and then comes Yoga, third comes Nyaya or
the logic, then the Vaisheshika - the analysis of matter,
then Purva Mimamsa or Vedanta - the ending of
knowledge. The six systems of Indian philosophy came
after the period of Upanishad. I could go into details
with you about the Upanishadic period also, but it is
nol necessary.
The details about the history of the Vedic period
was necessary, because it laid the foundalion of a
h o listic perspective, for they have claim ed thal
wholeness can be the content of consciousness. The
12
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claim of Palanjali Yoga Sutras, the claim of Vedanta is
uniquely this: lh al the content of consciousness thought, emotion, can be an organic wholeness. The
"Vritti" need nol be ocillitating all Ihe time, the contenl
of consciousness can be a organic wholeness. As
there is a organic wholeness in the cosmos in the
human consciousness the content can also be a
organic wholeness, which could be called no-thingness
or all-thingness - so this foundation was necessary.
YOGA
Let us refer today lo the word “Yoga". Yoga
indicates a science and the art of blending that which
has been separated, lhal which has been individuated.
The Science and the art of helping the individual to
merge back into its non-individualed wholeness. That
which has been separated is helped to come back, to
join together and blend into Ihe indivisible, nonfragmentable wholeness.
"YUJ", “YUJYATE". “Yuj" is lo combine, to join,
to blend, il has a number of meanings but the root is
“Yuj” from which the word “Yoga" is formed.
The science of Yoga became a science, an art
of jo in in g , com bin ing, blending that w hich was
separated, fragmented, individuated. The cosmos is
an emergence of creative energy and their inter-actions,
in which we find Ihere is also what you call death,
which is merging back of Ihe expression of these
energies. I don’t know how to pul il.
There is inexhauslible creative energy which is
life. This inexhaustible creative energy manifests itself
in Ihe form of a cosmos, infinite universes. It is an
13
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emergence, a manifestation, and after some time the
expressions merge back. Life, emergence, merging
back, There'is not Life, creation and destruction. There
is nothing like destruction in nature, in the cosmic life.
In the realm and in the orbit of Intelligence there is
nothing like destruction or death. There is only
emergence and merging back - a cyclic movement, a
circular movement, a wholistic movement of emergence
and merging back, emergence and merging back.
The science of Yoga itself flowered into many
branches. So those who studied sound metaphysics,
they brought forth Mantra Yoga. Those who studied
the energies and energy centers in the human body
with special emphasis on sex energy, they developed
Tantra Yoga. Those who studied the art of merging
ene rgies they developed Laya Yoga. Those who
concentrated on the fire principle and the breath in the
bod y they deve loped Hatha Yoga. Tho se who
specialised in using action as the way of going back
to the root of life, they developed Karma Yoga. Those
who used devotion as a path for getting back to Ihe
root of Life they developed Bhakti Yoga. The science
of Yoga flowered into so many branches but you come
lo the main tree and that is RAJA YOGA.
RA JA YOGA
In Raja Yoga there is no specialisation only on
sound, only on breath, only on physical postures, only
on devotion, only on Gyan or knowledge, but it is a
holistic path. When you go Ihrough the Ashtanga Yoga,
you go through all the postures and pranayama nol
separately, but when you are doing things you are
aware of the whole. In the movement of action you are
14
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aware of Ihe movement ol the breath, you are aware
of the g landular the m uscular, the neurological
movement. The physical, the verbal, the psychic ■they
are all woven together. Raja Yoga is the culmination of
these different branches of Yoga which have specialised
in one or tw o d ire c tio n s . Raja Yoga is not a
specialisation in one direction. In its compass it takes
the whole life - individual and collective, physical, verbal
and psychic, human and cosmic, birth and death. “Raja"
literally means “the prince". Raja Yoga is the Prince of
Yoga.
This introductory meeting was aimed at laying
the foundation. Before we turn to the Raja Yoga we
must be aware that il had the background of the Rishi
Cullure which was interested in a holislic perspective
of life and manifesting Wholeness as the content of
c o n s c io u s n e s s .
If
th e s e
in v e s tig a lio n s ,
experimentations, explorations of hard work in the
laboratory of Ihe human body and brain had not taken
place, we would not have inherited from the Vedas,
the Upanishads and the Rishis like Patanjali what they
have got to tell us.
DISCOVERIES OF THE VEDIC PERIOD
First thing lhat the science of Yoga tells us : is
thal there is nothing inanimate in Life. Life is not a
totality which has been artificially created by assembling
parts and putting them together. It is not an integrated
totality of parts put together. Earth, water, fire, air are
nol put together and then Ihe Cosmos was created. Il
is a homogeneous, self-generated, self-sustained
organic wholeness.

15
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Look at this discovery made Ihousands of years
ago! These people Ihrough their investigation, their
experimentations on their body, they arrived at this
Truth. This basic Truth that we have lo learn and
incorporate in our way of living, that the whole cosmos
is an organism. The planel earth is a living organism
vibrating with Life. Life permeates every body, Life
perm eates everything. Do not call the earth a thing,
do not call a tree, a mountain or river a thing. They are
Beings, You know the whole cosmos is a living organism
and it has parts like the human body has parts - hands,
feet, eyes, nose etc. The trees, the mountains, the
oceans, the rivers, the animals, birds and human beings
■ they are all inter-relaled in a very intelligent way. Call
it a mysterious way.
So there is :
Organic wholeness of Life
Inter-relatedness of every being, of every
expression of Life and
An intelligent harmony permeating the whole
cosmos.
These were the three discoveries of the Vedic
and the Upanishadic period, upon which the Science
of Raja Yoga is based.
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YOGAH CHITTAVRITTI NIRODHAH - (1.2)
QUESTION : If Ihe calming of the mind is
ultimately an involuntary process, how important is the
practice of sitting in Silence - a voluntary practice - in
reaching the state of consciousness described in
Patanjali’s sutra "Yogah chitta vritti nirodhah"?
Our modern way of living ignores the dimension
of Silence or m otionlessness, silence or sound
freeness, silence or thought freeness. This dimension
of consciousness is com plete freedom from the
movement of thoughts, complete freedom from sound
or verbalization and also freedom from the movement
of relationships. Life is a movement of sound and
speech as well as the magnificence of Silence. Life is
a dance of the inter-action of energies, a movement of
innumerable energies as well as the grandeur of the
motionlessness or stillness.
This second dimension is ignored by the modem
civilization. In education, at home, through social
compulsion human beings are trained in thinking, knowing,
experiencing, organising relationships, standardising
patterns of reaction, playing around with physical, verbal,
psychological movements. The dimension of movement is
emphasized and the other is ignored. So the necessity of
self-education. We have to leam to educate ourselves for
growing into the dimension of stillness, of motionlessness,
of sound-freeness, of thought-freeness and aloneness.
17
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W hen we s il in silence first we begin by
educating the body in steadiness. The body is moving
the whole day - neurologically, chemically. There are
movements outside the body like sitting, standing,
walking, running etc. and there are inner movements
also. So constant movement is going on. When we
come to sil down, we learn lo steady the body. You put
the body in a poslure which is convenient, agreeable,
enjoyable lo Ihe body and persuade il lo be steady for
half an hour. This is education - not a technique, not
a method but you have to help the body, you have to
educate the body. This is an educational process if
you would like to call it.
And then you close your eyes, so thal the eyes
do not touch any matter outside the body, any object
outside the body. Because as soon as the eyes see
the object, the memory throws back the name of the
object, the memory throws back your attachment lo
the object, your likes, dislikes, your differences, your
prejudices, your value judgements, - so the movement
begins. As we are wanting to help the brain also to be
steady, to be motionless, to be still, we close the eyes
• that also is a help. Once you have tasted the nectar
of Silence then whether your eyes are open or closed,
il does not make any difference. Once you have tasted
the nectar of that dimension, then it does not matler
whether you are sitting in a room or working in a office
or in the kitchen or talking lo people, the quality of
aloneness, the quality of motionlessness, the quality
of Ihought-freeness does not get affected by physical
or verbal movement.
Thirdly you abstain from speaking. Our modern
way of living requires verbalization most of the time.
10
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Speaking loudly lo olher people. As we have to work
for eight hours a .day at some job, verbalization is
necessary, externally speaking to people is necessary.
And if lh al is not done Ihen you do it internally chattering to yourself. We have been trained in the
schools and colleges, the brain has been trained to
think, to acquire and organise information, to compare
and evaluate it, lh al is to say make a judgement about
it. We are conditioned by society, by religion, to accept
il as good or lo re je ct it as not good. These
conditionings are imprinted in what you call the brain,
so the brain is all the time busy. Instead of using the
thought, the knowledge, the capacity lo imagine, the
faculty of memory only when it is necessary, as a
handy instrument, we have become addicted lo the
movement of knowledge within us, to the movement of
comparison, evaluation within us, to the movement of
likes and dislikes within us. The movement goes on
within ourselves throughout the day and some people
do it even when they are sleeping through the dreams.
The aclivily goes on. When you sit in silence you are
educating Ihe brain to be free of that incessant
m ovem ent of know ing , expe rie n c in g accep ting,
rejecting. Let the brain be free of those activities.
Please do see what learning to sit in silence
implies. If you have learnt, and then you sit is silence
you do il for the joy of il, because now it is no more
necessary, it has become a way of living. When you
spend eight hours in bed and sleep every night, do
you practice sleep? Do you say thal we practice sleep?
You just sleep. That becomes the content of life and
living. In the same way silence, the dimension of
thought-free consciousness, sound-free consciousness,
19
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re la lio n s h ip -fre e c o n s c io u s n e s s b eco m es Ihe
dimension in which you live. Thai is one aspecl of
Silence.
If you would lake the journey with me, let us
look at another aspect of this dimension of Silence. I
hope you are aware as students ol Yoga, that Raja
Yoga is not only Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama they are important parts of it, but they are a fraction
of it, jusl a pari of Raja Yoga. Raja Yoga is much wider,
the horizons are much wider than that of Hatha Yoga
or that given to you in Hatha Yoga Pradipika or in
Gheranda Samhita. Raja Yoga is much wider and being
students of Yoga I hope you will accompany me and
look at the dimension of silence from a different angle.
Have you noticed that all knowledge is on the
ideational plane? Knowledge consists of thought and
thought is built up through words and their order.
Knowledge is nothing but ideas, concepts, theories,
evaluations. All knowledge is ideational. The life by
which we are surrounded, the Life of which we are
born is thought-free, is measurement-free, is idea-free.
You create an idea of time and you live in the framework
of time - of hours, days, years, centuries. The eternity
of time has nothing to do with your idea of lime. Time
is an idea that mankind builds up for the convenience
of relationship. They want lo live together and they
must have a measurement. Like you measure the
space by your kilometers but the infinity of space is
free of all your measurements of kilometers or miles.
We are born of cosmic life, we are born of the
wholeness of cosmic life, where there are no ideas, no
measurements, no thoughts. The Divinity is absolutely
20
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free of the wod “God” , the word "God" is not the
content of Divinity. Il has existed before mankind came
to the globe, inhabited the planet and il shall be there.
So what we call knowledge, what we call thought
which is the content, Ihe substance of our consciousness
is on the idealional level. It is upon the level of ideas not
the Reality. I wonder if you have noticed the difference
between Reality of Life and idealional state that mankind
has created which we call culture, philosophy, theology?
Let us take an example, imagine we are standing on a
river bank, the word "river" is in the human brain, outside
there is a curvature of land and water flowing through it.
That is all. As an objective fact there is the curvature of
land and water flowing, the combinalion has been called
by human brain as a "river". Do you understand “river” is
an idea thal exists in our brains only? The flowing walers
and the curvature of the land may be called objective
reality - Ihe Reality is free of Ihe word “river” .
On the perceptual, objective level mankind has
created an idealional, subjective perception. So we live
simultaneously on the material plane surrounded by Life,
which is idea-free, which is concept-free. On the conceptual,
ideational level these concepts and ideas are necessary. We
have used them for centuries and we shall have to use them
as long as we live in society and share life. So we have to
coin words, constitute language, have grammar, syntex,
phonetics, linguistics, semantics - thal is how we live. Through
out the day, you and me, we have to move on the idealional
level, using words, thoughts, ideas, measurements. Even
the Ego, Ihe Self is an idea. We required lo dislinguish
between persons and forms, so we gave them names and
identified them, and created an idea about the Self, the Me.
The l-ness in consciousness is an idea, we have to use it.
21
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I'm not going into Ihe details of this ideational
dimension. We have lo live in it, but there is Life which
is entirely free of all this - The l-ness, the Me-ness, the
psychological time.
When we sit in Silence and put ourselves in a
slate of non-experiencing, non-knowing, non-doing,
non-speaking we are moving away from Ihe ideational
dimension, the artificially structured dimension (which
is necessary for social life) and plunging into the Real.
Silence Is like taking a plunge into knowledge-free
Reality. The whole thought structure and its movement
has gone into abeyance, and we have set ourselves
free of it, as if we have jumped out of the stream of
knowledge.
So this is the second importance of educating
ourselves lo be in the dimension of silence, to be free
of the clutches of knowledge, lo be free of the clulches
of the ideational, the conceptual world.
Do you know what aloneness is? Aloneness is
being free of the movement of thought, Aloneness is
lo be free of the movement of verbalization. That is
relaxation, not only stretching your hands and feet and
lying down on shavasana. Shavasana can give physical
relaxation but we are talking about something deeper
than physical relaxation. This is psychic relaxation. To
be completely free of the thoughts, measurements,
concepts, judgements, reactions.
The holiness, the sacredness of Life is in this
dimension of Reality. No idea or no thought can be
sacred. By creating compulsions for ourselves to use
the thought, the knowledge we have moved away from
the sacredness of Life, we have moved away from
22
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nature. That is whal the ecologists tell us. They want
you to see the sanctity of nature, to respect it, but we
are taking one step further than the ecologists, we are
saying that the Reality which is not touched by thought
is sacred, is holy.
In our daily living when we spend sometime in
the sanctity of that Reality, in that wholeness, then we
have moved away from all fragmentations, distinctions,
compartmentalisations and you are back at the source
of your wholeness and the source of Wholeness around
you. That is learning to be in silence. Not only sitting
down slill, closing your eyes and not speaking by the
mouth - that is external - that is not the essence. The
essence is quite different. Thus when you are in the
Real, with the Real, that is to say with the Reality
untouched by thought, untouched by knowledge, when
you are there, then you are in the state of "Yogah
chittavritti nirodhah." When the thought movement is
not there, obviously no vrittis are there, no emotions,
no sentiments are there.
In the educational period, that state remains
with you when you are sitting in silence, and when the
educational period is over, you live in that knowledgefree content of consciousness, you live in lhat total
relaxation of aloneness and use the handy instrument
of knowledge only if and when it is necessary.
So an alternative way of living, an alternative
human culture can come into existence through the
study of Raja Yoga.
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YAMAH - I
"A H IM S A -S A T Y A -A S T E Y A -B R A H M A C H A R Y A APARIGRAHA YAMAH” - II. 30
Q uestion : Please speak to us about the
YAMAHS & NIYAMAHS.
Q u e s tio n : G iven o u r d iffe re n t C u ltu ra l
upbringing, it is difficult for us in the West lo understand
the meaning ol BRAHMACHARYA. Can you explain to
us your interpretation of Brahmacharya?
AHIMSA
When you are dedicated lo Ihe awareness of
the wholeness of Life, to the inler-relaledness of
everything that you see in the life, naturally your life
becomes a dedication of ahimsa or non-killing, non
violence. Thai becomes a value of your life, it becomes
a d e m o n stra tio n th a l you do not h u rt anyone
intentionally, you do not want to destroy anything or
anyone, you want lo have an intelligent, cooperative,
harmonious relationship.
Ahimsa is an intelligent, harmonious relationship.
Harmony is the essence of non-violence. It is not only
non-killing on Ihe physical level. Supposing that a
person does not kill and even takes vegetarian meals,
but if he kills the hearts of people by his cruel, cold
glances and destructive, abusive words, he is not a
non-violenl person. II by behaviour, by glances, by
25
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words you attack, invade Ihe psyche of other people
you are nol a non-violent person. You may not kill
physically bul you are killing psychologically, you are
hurting by eyes, you are hurting by words.
When you are aware of the organic wholeness
of Life and Ihe inler-relatedness of everything in Life,
naturally there is an urge to live harmoniously wilh
every thing and every being, You move intelligently so
lhat there is a harmony with human species, wilh non
human species, harmony wilh Ihe mounlains, rivers,
oceans, trees, birds. Not to use anything or not use
anyone as an intrument of your sensual pleasure. You
don’t use sex or sexual relationships as a means of an
escape from freedom, as an outlet lor your aggressive
desires. You don't run towards sex relationship to
escape from fear.
A s A h im sa or a
cooperative life becomes a
Yoga, Brahmacharya also
of the awareness that Life
inter-relationship.

h a rm o n io u s in te llig e n t
demonstration of your Raja
becomes a demonstration
is One, Life is unily, Life is

SATYA
It seems to me that Raja Yoga is pointing a way
towards a human culture and human society where non
killing, non-stealing, truthfulness etc. would be the values
of Life. Truthfulness means we are dedicated to the Truth
we perceive, to the Truth we understand. So when you
communicate through words, you communicate lhat Truth
w ithout under-rating, over-rating it, without using
superlative degrees, without putting in your excessive
feelings in il. You say, you communicate as you have
seen it.
26
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Truthfulness is harmony lo Ihe facl, harmony lo
the motive. If you hide your motivation, you are nol
truthful. If you have nol done something and you
prelend you have done something, Ihen you have
walked away from truthfulness. Il is a psycho-physical,
harmonious way.
Our lives are mal-adjusted, both with the inner
motivations and the outer facts. Therefore Ihe necessity
to say: "Let there be truthfulness” if there is no mal
adjustment in verbalisation, it would not be necessary
to say thal truthfulness should be a value, but because
there is so much mal-adjustment, because we go on
speaking lies, exaggerating Ihings, pretending whal
we are not, being hypocrites, that education in verbal
truthfulness, psychic truthfulness becomes a necessity.
Yamas do nol give you a code of conduct, they
give you a perspective of life, an evaluation of life, they
give you an attitude lowards life. I hope you see the
difference. They give you guidelines for life because
after all Raja Yoga is a transformation in the perspective
of life - from a fragmentary, compartmenlal perspective
to a wholistic perspective. II is a transformation in the
content of consciousness. Instead of being always filled
wilh thought and knowledge, it is now in the excellence
of emptiness. So please do not look upon the Yamahs
as giving you a rigid code of conduct.
Niyamahs are quite different from the Yamahs.
Niyamahs are the relative values. The Yamahs are
universal. Your cultural differences do not affect the
necessity for every human being to observe the Yamahs.
They are as relevant to the East and the West - whether
it is Brahmacharya, whelher it is Ahimsa, whether it is
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ASTEYA
Let us look at the w ord Asteya which is
translated in English commentaries as “Non-slealing".
What does lhat mean? You and I will not go stealing
things from one another’s houses or offices. What is
the relevance of the word Asteya, non-stealing? What
does the word non-stealing imply as a Yamah?
Just to call il non-stealing, not being a thief would be
a very cheap rendering of something very precious
communicated by Patanjali. To accept things of personal
use for which you have not worked - physically, mentally,
ntellectualfy. To go on accepting things like unearned income,
life securities, unemployment doles that are given by the
governments and for which you have not worked. I do not
know about Europe but they do provide unemployment doles
in U.S.A., in Australia. To have the austerity not to have an
inclination, wish or expectation • verbalised or unverbalised
- to get anything for which one has not worked.
Do you see the importance of the quality of
consciousness which would feel it below its dignity to
receive anything, to accept anything for which one has
not worked? Do you see the importance of this Yamah
when we, the modern human beings and our societies,
our governments, our administrations are suffering from
the cance ro u s dise a se of corruption? W hat is
corruption? Corruption is lo take money for which you
don't work. You grab money without working for il, you
wanl lo have a profit much more than the ratio the
profit allows you. Do you see Ihe roots ol corruption,
the source of corruption is in the quality of human
consciousness which does nol consider il is below its
dignity, below its self-respect to receive anything from
anyone - individually or collectively - for which one has
28
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not worked, physically or psychologically?
I do not know if the Marxists or the Communists
ever understood Asteya, but when Marx or Engel or
Lenin talked about a society in which you lake from
everyone according to his capacity and you give lo
everyone according to his needs, without their knowing
they were referring lo the value of Asteya.
BRAHMACHARYA
“ Brahm a" is a Sanskrit word and the root
meaning of the word "Brahma” is that which contains
inexhaustible potenlial of creativity. Brahma is a name
given to the Ultimate Reality by the Vedas because it
is inexhaustible creativity. For millions and billions of
years Life has been manifesting, the manifestations
have been merging back into formlessness, but the
dance ol emergence of forms and merging back of
forms inlo the formlessness goes on. So Ihe name
B rahm an w as g iven lo u n -n a m e a b le n e s s of
inexhaustible Creativity.
Brahman is nol a god, a goddess, it is only all
permeating Supreme Intelligence, because creativity
is the characteristic of Intelligence.
The other part of the word in “Brahmacharya'’ is
"Acharya” . The word "Acharya” is derived from the root
“Chara" - to walk, lo move, to live. Charaiveti, Charaiveli,
Charaiveti - “Be always moving, be always moving,
keep moving,” the ancient sages used to say. “Never
get static, never be idle, be on the move, be on the
move, be creative". That is what the teacher would tell
the studenl, when Ihe student after his education
returned to his home from the place of the teacher.
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“Charya" means the way of living. Brahmacharya
is ihe way of living in which you are always aware of
the Divinity, ol the Supreme Intelligence. Brahmacharya
is living a life dedicated to the awareness of Divinity.
B ra h m a c h a ry a
is
d e d ic a tio n
lo
the
understanding of Divinity. Understanding lakes place
only when you have perceived som ething, seen
something.
Brahmacharya implies perception of Divinity.
Understanding of the nature of Divinity and living in
the awareness of Divinity.
It is a triple dedication lo the perception, to the
underslanding and to the Awareness. This is not my
intrepretation, I'm just giving to you the literal meaning
of the word Brahmacharya. That is why it is included
in one of the Yamahs of Ashtanga Yoga.
A h im sa , sa tya , aste ya , bra h m a ch a rya ,
aprigrahah yamah. 11.30 These are the absolute values
of human life. It is not a code of conduct. Unless Ihere
are some absolute values which cannot be bargained
and the consciousness is rooled in those values, it
seems to me lhat sane and healthy societies cannol
come into existence.
Raja Yoga mentions some of the absolute values
and the edu cation of the hum an beings in the
perception of those values. Brahmacharya • Dedication
lo the Perception, Understanding and Awareness of
Divinity, is one of the Yamahs.
The word Brahmacharya has been narrowed
down lo mean celibacy. The meaning of the word
Brahmacharya got limited to celibacy, contenance,
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refraining from sex life. But this is an interpretation
im p o se d upon the wocd “ B ra m h a c h a ry a " by
commentators that you have come across in India for
the last thousands of years. And when the books of
Indian Philosophy got translated into English or French
or German languages the word “Brahmacharya” was
translated as celibacy.
Celibacy is a very limited thing. Dedication lo
th e A w a re n e ss of D ivin ity, d e d ic a tio n lo the
understanding of Divinity can be possible even in a
married life. Married life or sexual relationship if it is
not distorted, if il is nol compulsive sex, obsessive
sexuality, if it is a normal, sane, healthy part of human
life then marriage is not an obstacle. It cannot be an
obstacle or a hurdle to the dedication, to the Truth of
Life. This is how Vimala sees it. I am not referring lo
the commentators of Upanishads or Yoga Sutras. In
many of the Indian languages Ihey will insist upon
Brahmacharya as not being married, refraining from
sex relationship. For me that is not only a secondary
thing, unessential thing, but I think il is ralher incorrect
in te g r a tio n im p o se d upon th a t sa c re d w ord
Brahmacharya.
APARIGRAHA
"A h im sa , S a tya, A steya, B ra h m a c h a ry a ,
Aprigraha Yamah".
A p arigraha has been tran slated by the
commentators as non-possession. Now you have to
possess things, you have lo have a house, a room lo live
in, lood and clothing, Patanjali would not be stupid enough
to say you should nol possess anything and go around
in a loin cloth, that was not the meaning.
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You acquire food, clothing, a place to live in,
you acquire provisions for health - you have lo acquire
these essentials bul after acquisition you also begin to
own the things and possess them. Please do see lhat
acquisition for utility and acquisition for possessiveness
- these two have a different quality altogether.
Acquisition for utility - according to your needs
you acquire and you lake care of Ihem, but then there
is a sensual pleasure in owning and possessing.
Possessiveness becomes a quality of consciousness.
You want to own and possess jusl for the fun of it, just
for the joy of il. You wanl to own and possess not only
material things, you wanl lo own and possess human
beings. Wife possessing the husband and husband
possessing the wife, boyfriend possessing the girlfriend.
Possessiveness has exclusiveness, (here is an
attachment. When you acquire for utility it is a sane
way of living. You don't have to go begging, you don’t
become monks, you acquire knowledge, money, you
have a family, children, you live as a blossoming,
flowering human being. But to acquire and to use
w ith o u t a tta ch m e n t and e xclusiven ess, w ilh o u l
beginning to enjoy possessing possessions just or the
sake of possessing. Possessiveness becomes the
dominating quality and attitude, therefore in Raja Yoga
Patanjali says acquisition for utility bul not the distortion,
the perversion of possessiveness. A sense of belonging
is heallhy but attachment, expecting exclusive royality,
exclusive fidelity, that is morbid. It is a very fine
distinction belween sense of belonging, friendship and
possessiveness, attachment obsesessions.
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Patanjali is talking about a new content of the
consciousness when he talks about the Yamahs:
Ahimsa, Satya Asteya, Brahmacharya, Aparigraha
which are universal values of Life, applicable to all the
human beings, irrespective of their regional, cultural,
language differences.
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YAMAH-2
"ITI JATl-DESHA-KALA-SAMAYANAVACCHINNAH
SARVABHAUMA MAHA-VRATAM” 11.31.
We had seen yesterday lh a l Ahimsa • non
violence or non-killing, Satya-trulhfulness, Asteya - non
stealing, Brahmacharya - dedication to the Divinity of
Life, Aparigraha - non-possessiveness are described
by Patanjali as Yamahs.
And while elaborating upon these Yamahs he
says “ Ili Jati D e sha -K a la -S a m a ya n a va cch in n a h
Sarvabhauma Maha-Vratam". These Iwo aphorisms
give us Ihe complete version of what Yamahs are.
He says the Yamahs which were described in
the earlier aphorism are universal - Sarvabhauma these have universal applicability and Ihey are supreme,
because Ihey describe the absolute values of Life.
They do not require any m odifica tion, they are
universally applicable in any and every country, at any
and every time, because they are absolute values.
Why are Ihey absolute values of Life and why
are they universally applicable at every time? Because
Life as il was perceived by Ihe sagas and by Patanjali
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expression is inter-related to every other. The mystery
of this inler-relatedness of Life, the all permeating
Intelligence thal is life and the homogenity of Life, is
not a totality of abstract theories put together or
in teg rated together. It has a hom ogenity - selfg e n e ra te d , se lf-s u s ta in e d , organic in te r-re la te d
wholeness. That was the perception of Life, of "Brahma”
as the word was used.
It being so, these values of truthfulness, non
violence, non-possessiveness, dedication lo the
awareness of Ihe Divinity of Life - they become absolute
values. Please do see that Patanjali is not asking us
just to believe in whal he says, he would like us to
purify our perceptions and see the Irulh as he has
seen it.
So he calls them "Sarvabhauma" and one more
word - very important word is used "Maha Vralam". I’m
aware that those who translate these philosophies,
the Upanishads etc. into English, French, German or
any other non-Sanskrit language, they translate the
word "Vralam" as vow. A vow is that which you have
to take with an effort of the will, bul lo my mind that
is an incorrect translation, whether it is done by a
Vivekananda or a Roma Rolla or a Max Muller. “Vratam”
does not mean a vow inlenlionally, purposefully taken
and followed or practised. The word '‘Vratam1’ is derived
from the root Vre, Vreathe. Vreathe - thal root in
Sanskrit language means a choiceless acceptance out
of understanding. When a girl marries a boy, she says
: "I have fallen in love, then there is no argumentation,
they don’t sil down and logically work out why they
have fallen in love with each other. There is a
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resistance-free, choiceless acceptance of each other
by the whole being, that is what love is. Love causes
choiceless acceptance by the whole being. When there
is no resistance from within, then il becomes a Vratah
"Varanam priyate” . Varanam and vratam. I cannot
translate, I would love to give you the nuances of that
beautiful word which is generally used to describe
marriages that lake place - the fusion, the blending
that takes place out of a choiceless acceptance. As in
love, in “Vratam” there is a choiceless acceptance.
Once you understand the trulh, once you see it and
understand it, then there is no resistance from within
and there is a choiceless acceptance by your whole
being ol the truth that was perceived. So the choiceless
acceptance of the truth that one lias perceived and
understood becomes a Vratam. So in the way of living,
these yam ahs - Ahim sa, Satya, Asteya etc. get
incorporated choicelessly. they do nol need any effort
of Ihe will, they do not need any struggle. If there is
a resistance, if there is an imposition from outside,
then it cannot be called a Vratam. It is not a vow, it is
not an imposition, il is nol an imitation, a conformity.
Please do see this, otherwise the whole charm of the
Yamahs would be lost upon us.
Once you see them as absolute truths, because
of the organic wholeness of Life, the Intelligence, the
Sensitivity within you accepts those truths choicelessly,
they become a way ol your living, they become
incorporated in your way of living, which becomes a
wholistic way of living.
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Chapter Five

ft^ T :

1133 II

[11.32]

NIYAMAH
"SHAUCHA-SANTOSHA-TAPAH-SVADHYAYAISHVARA PRANIDHANANI NIYAMAH” 11.32.
In Ihis aphorism Palanjali gives the Niyamahs.
SHAUCHA
“Shaucha” is purificalion. Purity as a result of
purification. Purity is the by-product of the process of
purificalion.
SANTOSHA
"Santosha” is a sense of contentment which
arises when you do not compare yourself with others.
As long as there is comparison there cannot be
contentment. Il is a non-comparative, non-competitive
approach to oneself, to one's actions, to one's
acquisitions etc.
So Santosha is contentment, born of a non
comparative perception of one’s Life.
TAPAH
‘T apah” is the austerity - not m ortification.
Generally they translate this word into English by the
word '‘mortification", where you have to torture the body,
you have to make it fast, you have to deny its demands,
you have to suppress, to repress - they call it Tapah.
That is really twisting the word Tapah which Patanjali
has used. I'm not talking about Hatha Yoga, I'm talking
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about Raja Yoga, and the implication of these words in
the whole of Raja Yoga, given by Patanjali.
We are concerned wilh relating our lives and
our way of living with certain Truths that were perceived
thousands of years ago. We can relate lo the trulh not
the traditions or structures or codes of conduct.
Tapah is not mortification. No suppression, no
repression, no denial - but it is an austerity. And what
is that austerity? To live the truth you understand. If
you understand the truth about diet then you do nol
move an inch away from your understanding about
diet. That is Tapah. If you understand something about
sleep, how much sleep is necessary, when to give Ihe
body sleep, what kind of bed should be given, then
you live that truth. That is Tapah. What kind of exercises
to be given, what clothes to be worn, how to sil Ihe
body, how to stand it, how to use speech, how to use
sound, how to use mind, and the movement of thought
- once you gel acquainted with il, observe it, understand
it, then you live the underslanding - that is Tapah.
Why is it called Tapah? Because we are the
product of millions of years of activity. Our bodies, our
brains are conditioned heavily, they are programmed
through centuries and therefore the programmed neurochemical system has many habits and sometimes,
though the understanding takes place, the flesh being
weak, the thought being rigid, knowledge being sterile
- the body, the mind, the neuro-chemical system has
not the sensitivity to live the understanding. There is
rig id ity , th e re is s tiffn e s s , and th e re fo re the
understanding cannot be lived.
So Tapas is to educate the body - Asanas,
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Pranayama, Pralyahara etc. You educate the body in
the speech, in the idea etc., so lhat it can set ilself
free of the clulches of conditionings. You cannol destroy
conditionings bul you can release yourself from their
hold, their domination, their clutches. So Tapah is
required lo live the understanding, to live the truth you
understood, to educate the body in an alternative way
of living • that is called Tapah.
Austerity is required to live the truth you have
perceived. If you do not perceive the truth there cannot
be any tapah because you will be passively repeating
certain codes of conduct. Tapas requires the alertness
and Ihe creativily of your own perception. Purification
of your cognition, purification of your neuro-chemical
system and liberation from the clutches of conditionings,
that is the essence of Raja Yoga.
SVADHYAYA
“Svadhyaya" is study. Whatever you want to do
you have to study for il. You have to study Ihe books,
discuss w ith peo ple. If you are doing asanas,
pranayama you will have to study. You will have lo do
go to a teacher, lo learn the asanas, lo learn the
pranayama. In pranayama you are dealing with the
breathing syslem which is a very delicate one, you
need someone who has done it before lo guide you.
The word "S va dhyaya” in c lu d e s reading,
discussing, dialogue, finding out a guide who would
help you to do it correctly.
ISHVARA PRANIDHANANI
The word "Ishvara" is translated as God. I have
not seen all the commentaries in French or German
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because I do not know those languages but one has
come across many commentaries of Indian philosophy
and Patanjali Yoga in English language. One has looked
through those commentaries and one finds that the
word Ishvara has been translated by the word “god"
and lo me it seems the word “god” does not convey
the real sense of “Ishvara".
The word Ish va ra ” is derived from the root
"Isha". “Ishate" - permeates. Ishate Rajate Iti Ishvarah.
Ishate is to permeate. That which permeates everything
is Ishvara. The word “Ishvara" is referring to the principle
of fundamental Intelligence, the Supreme Intelligence
that permeates life. It is not referring lo a god - personal
or impersonal, male or female, one or many.
Sankhya refers to it in one way but Patanjali in
Raja Yoga refers to it in a very clear and emphatic
way. So the word Ishvara relates to the all permeating
principle of Supreme Intelligence. In our m odern
language you can call it the Energy of Intelligence
which is omnipresent, omnipotent, omniscient, which
has inexhaustible potential of creativity. The energy of
Intelligence, the energy of creativity permeating life is
Ishvara. These clarifications seem to be very necessary
for the study of Raja Yoga and they may be necessary
if somebody wants to study Vedanta or the Upanishads
in India.
Ishvara Pranidhan. The word “ Pranidhan" is
translated as surrender and they say if you have to
study Raja Yoga you have lo surrender to God. Its a
very gross way of translating the word. Pranidhan would
be “to feel” - nol to surrender, bul lo feel the presence
of creativity surrounding you and within you. See the
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sages, the rishis who wrote the Vedas, the Upanishads,
the Yoga Sutras they fell it, they had the quality of
sensitivity. Where there is sensitivity you get the feel of
it. Sensitivity has a quality of perception. Sensitivity
perceives, as you perceive through a word, sensitivity
perceives through the whole of your being. So we feel
the presence of the creative energy around us.
Patanjali says that the feel of the presence of
Divinity, of the presence of creativity, of the presence
of Intelligence gels converted into an awareness.
Patanjali is referring to the awareness of the
presence of Divinity around you. Divinity equal to
Intelligence and creativity. Unqualified Intelligence,
unqualified Creativity.
Ishvara Pranidhan is the last of the Niyamahs.
It is the awareness of the Divinity around you.
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Chapter Six

ik n

m.

[H.1]

“TAPAH - SVADHYAYA ISHVARA PRANIDHANANI
KRIYAYOGAH” 11-1.
Patanjali has codified the sulras which contain
or verbalise the Irulh that was experienced by those
who had lived before Patanjali. Patanjali codified,
systematised, and the Patanjali Yoga is a science. It is
a science of purification of body and brain which is
generally called the mind. So obviously the study of
the hum an bio lo g ica l s tru ctu re and the hum an
psychological structure was done by the ancestors and
the forefathers of Patanjali. Being a science of psycho
physical purification it was extremely precise and every
word has a particular meaning. We are not free to
interpret the words of Patanjali as we are free to
interpret the words of Ishavasya Upanishad or other
U p anish ads. The w ords of the Vedas and the
Upanishads will yield to fresh interpretations as long
as the race inhabits the globe but when il comes lo
co d ifie d scie n c e s like Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya,
Vaishaishika, Mimamsa, Vedanla, the rishis have
codified them and they have accurate and precise
meanings for the words, as the scientists would have.
So Ihe first thing we note is lhat the words used
by Patanjali have to be understood according to
Patanjali. Fortunately the words ol "Tapah", “Svadhya"
and “ P ranidhan" have been explain ed by him,
elaborated upon by him in the after part of that chapter.
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It begins with "Tapah-Swadhaya Ishvara
Pranidhanani Kriya Yogah (II.I) il begins with that, and at
the end of the same chapter in the last few sutras Ihe
clarification and elaboration is given
"Kayendriya-siddhir ashuddhi-kshayat tapasah". 11-43
"Svadhyayad ishla-devala-samprayogah 11-44.
"Samadhi-siddhir Ishvara-pranidhanat (II 45)
TAPAH
“Kayendriya Siddhir ashuddhi-kshayat Tapasah”-ll. 43
"Indriya" - sense organs, “shudhikarna”- for the
purification. For the purification of sense organs tapah is
necessary. The students of yoga have to go through tapah
or dscipline. Discipline not created by you but as propounded
by the experts who have studied the biological structure
before Patanjali. So tapah is disciplining for the sake of
purification. And what are you going to discipline? Your
senses, the sensual structure. The eyes, the ears, the nose,
the palate, the hands, the feel, the muscular, the glandular,
the nervous system - all have to be disciplined. Discipline,
implies does it not, training? And during training you have to
do the same thing, day after day. Training need nol become
mechanical, repetitive if it is gone through every day or every
time with an understanding of the purpose of the discipline.
Tapah is lo discipline with the understanding
why the discipline is necessary. If the why and how of
it are understood, then the process of training, (he
process of disciplining becomes Tapa.
So “ K a yendriya sid d h ira s h u d d h ik s h a y a ll
Tapasah” For Ihe purification of Ihe senses, tapah the austerity of training, of disciplining is necessary, il
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has to be gone through. May I use the term it is a
must.
Now the gross body, the body composed of
flesh, blood, bones, tissues, nerves, arteries, muscles,
glands - the whole structure marvellously organised
into harmonious whole by nature has a momentum.
Since the first human being that might have inhabited
the globe, these senses have been conditioned. In
order to live with the nature outside, man has gone
through conditioning in his body. The biological structure
shares impulses with the rest of the biological wo'ia
like the animals, the plants, the minerals etc. Il has the
impulses built in the system.
The body has these im p u ls e s and their
momentum or movement is not created by the race
but is a part of cosmic life and purification implies
creating an order, an orderliness and an harmony
between the demands of the body. We have to train
the body. It has an impulse to sleep and you have to
train the body when to sleep, how much to sleep.
There is the demand for food or water and you have
lo train the body about the quality, the frequency of
intake, and regulate il according lo the change of
seasons, the change of occupation, the change in the
state of the body, the slate of mind and so on. This is
training. You have to train the body, teach it and train
it.
There is purification through training, purification
th ro u g h e d u c a tio n and p u rific a tio n th ro u g h
subliminalion.
Here purification is lo eliminate the imbalances,
the tendency towards imbalance, tendency towards
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excess, tendency towards exaggeration. The real
purpose of tapas, Ihe real purpose of austerity is to
create a harm ony in the m ovem enl of so many
impulses that exisl.
Training of the gross body, training of the senses
also becomes necessary bccause we are surrounded
by the proliferation of consumer goods, of sensual
p leasure, of sensual gra tifica tio n . You call it a
proliferation ol goods when it is created by human
beings, and when it is natural you call il a variety.
There is a unaccountable variety in nature of fruits,
roots, vegetables, nuts. You have to investigate, explore
and find oul which are agreeable lo Ihe body and which
are nol. The disciplining, Ihe austerity comes Ihere. You
have to find out which agrees with the system and then
stick to it, even if your mind is attracted by other kinds of
fruits, other kinds of roots and nuls. So the body requires
a kind of training. The physical senses require training.
If the "Indriyas", the senses are left alone lo
their impulses and their instincts, Ihey go wild. This
morning they wanl one thing, next hour they wanl
another thing, they can have contradictory, conflicting
m ovem ents and they may ruin the life. They by
themselves are nol the problem but the wildness and
the chaos that they can create is the problem, if they
are nol channelised. Their movements have to be
channelised, they have to be given a purpose, they
have to be given a direction, otherwise they will run
amock like horses, that is tapah or discipline.
Through training, restraint has to be used. You
know like the reins of a horse, if a horse while cantering
or galloping goes wild, you have to pull the reins to
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control it, regulate it. Not for torturing the horse but
you have to regulate and control, in order to create a
harmony between your movement and the movement
of the horse, if you are riding the horse. Before
Patanjali, in the Upanishads and the Vedas, the body
has been compared lo a horse. The senses have been
compared to horses, and the sense of restraint is
compared to reins, the intellect is used as a rein and
it restrains.
In disciplining, training is implied. In training
restrait is im plied. So investigation, exploration,
experimentation, training, restraining and the austerity
of sticking to what you have discovered all this comes
under the word "Tapah".
SVADHYAYA
Then we come to the term "svadhyaya"
If one had the freedom to translate or interpret
according to ones perception or understanding one
would interpret "svadhyaya" in more than a dozen ways,
but we have lo stick lo what Ihe science of Raja Yoga,
whal the sulras imply, what Patanjali wants to indicate,
and I can not, you cannol, we cannot impose our
meaning upon waht Patanjali wants to say. You cannot
impose your meaning of words, on Sankhya, you can
do it with Bhagwad G ita which com es after the
Upanishad, you can do il wilh Upanishads but not with
the 6 systems of Indian philosophy. It is impossible.
Here il seem s to me P a tanjali in te rp re ts
"Svadhyaya" in two ways. One is study of the books or
scriptures that have gone before him. He says know
about the body, know about the mechanism ol mind and
thought, know about brain and cerebral ways of
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fu n c tio n in g , that kn o w le d g e is nece s s a ry . In
"Svadhyaya" is he referring to knowledge very explicity.
You have to sludy what is Ihe body, how dows il work,
what is Ihought, what is brain, what are their inter
actions and inter-relations. "Svadhyaya" is studying
the books aboul human life written Before the time of
Patanjali - lhat is one aspect of “swadhyaya" the olher
is study through observation.
For o b s e rv in g how the m ind m oves, fo r
observing how the instincts and impulses move, firsl
you have to study. You have to study for the sake of
knowledge and then study through the observation.
Your observation converts knowing into understanding.
Because in Yoga you are dealing with a living organism,
which is conditioned by nature, by so many energies,
knowledge is necessary about the human body and
brain as much as knowledge is necessary about a
m otor car or a computer. You cannot decode the
language of a computer unless you have studied il. So
when I have to decode so many things in my mind
and brain, knowledge is a necessily. Thai is whal
Patanjali yoga sutras have to say.
Patanjali says refer lo the books, study the books
of the seers who have gone before us. “Suri" is a word
used for wise man, suri is the word used for a seer
“ Pun/a” is those who have gone before. After having
studied the books, observe it in your own life because
knowledge does nol become underslanding unless and
until il is verified by your personal observations. You
have to v e rify w h at has been know n thro ugh
observations, because with observations you have a
contact wilh the fact. W ilh study you had knowledge of
the fact not contacl, Ihe contact was indirect through
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words - words coined, formulated organised by others
- but through observation you have direct, immediate,
intimate contact with the fact, therefore a communion
with the fact. Observation results in communion with
the fact, kn o w le d g e p repares the backg rou nd,
know ledge gives in form ation about the fact, so
Svadhyaya is both study and observation not only the
one.
A student of Yoga will have lo spend some part
of his day, sometime of the day practicing tapah, that
is to say the yama, the niyama, the asanas, pranayama.
He has to spend some of his time in this and some
of his time in sludy and observation • kriya yoga.
So kriya yoga is the yoga through activity and
a c tio n b o th , K riya Yoga includes Tapah and
Svadhayaya.
Svadhyaya - the study, purifies the brain. If there
was ignorance, the ignorance is dispelled, if there was
wrong information, it gets rectified and corrected, if
there was lack of information or ignorance it gets
eliminated.
You can get Ihe information through the words of
those who have gone before us, those who have
experimented themselves, those who have done the
sadhana.
Therefore Ihe brain gels purified. There is
elim ination of imbalances, elim ination of incorrect
information and ignorance. And Ihrough illumination
Ihere is the contact with the words of those who have
lived those words. Purification Ihrough Svadhyaya.
Svadhyaya * the study pari, cleanses the intellect of
all ignorance, of all imbalances, of all impurities. After
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h a vin g c le a n se d th e brain Ihro ugh study, the
observation purifies.
Now what is the difference, between clarity and
purification? When clarity crystallises as a dimension,
it becomes the substance of your being. Then there is
no scope, there is no po ssib ility of ignorance,
incorrectness or imbalances coming back to the brain,
then you can call it purity. If you do not observe Ihe
facts, you might forget what is studied and forgetfulness
may again create Ihe darkness of ignorance. If you
have only studied and not observed, nol seen Ihe
facts for yourself then what is studied can be forgotten.
Bul when what is seen, perceived and communed
becomes the substance of your life, the clarity that
was arrived at through intellectual study, through verbal
study gets purified through observations and direct
inlimate contact and communion with Reality. There is
then no possibility of forgetting, it is no more part of
memory, it has become the substance of your being.
You have observed it, you have seen it. Once you
have seen the light, you never confuse it with darkness.
Once the clarity is arrived at, not only ihrough words
but through personal perception and observations then
there is the dimension of purity which becomes the
substance of your being - incorruptible, undamagable,
inaccessible lo confusion.
ISHVAR PRANIDHAN
Tapas-Svadhyaya and last we come to "Ishvar
Pranidhan”. Sankhya does not use the term “Ishvar” and
Patanjali uses the term “ Ishvara pranidhan” . Tapah
Svadhyaya Ishvar Pranidhanani kriyayogah" 11-1.. He uses
the word “Ishvara", bul Ishvara does not refer to personal
god. The term "Ishvara" used by Patanjali does not refer
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to any man made god, any god which is a creation of
human thought or human hand. Perhaps no temples or
mosques or churches or organised religions existed when
he had lived, then why does he use the term "Ishvara"?
The yoga sutras were codified in 553 BC. What was then
the relevance of using the term "Ishvara"? This poinl has
lo be very clearly understood to discriminate between
Paganism and what Patanjali had to say.
You know w hat Paganism is? They deify
everything. The tree is a god, the bird is a god, the
river is a god or goddesses, the mountain is a god.
Among the tribals you still get these ideas and if you
exclude Africa the greatest amount of tribals live in
India.
So in paganism everything i? a god or goddess
and thal god or goddess has a mind and that god or
goddess can gel angry, it can become favourable or
unfavourable to you, it can do damage to you if it gets
angry and can give rewards if it is pleased. You know the
god/goddess getting pleased or angry or destroying •
that is paganism. Patanjali was not a pagan. He was nol
referring to Ihe particular gods and goddesses, he has
no concept of that, he is referring purely, simply to the
word "Ishvara" as a principle that permeates life. The
whole word is permeated by that principle. He does not
call it Intelligence, he does not give [t a name. He does
nol refer to the word 'god', he does not refer lo Ihe word
'Divine', he just says "that which permeates everything".
To il, there must be a code language, code words.
"Ishvara Pranidhan" - attitude of surrender, the
attitude of recognising the all-pervasiveness of allpermeatingness When you recognise it intellectually
and you accept it psychologically it becomes surrender.
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Surrender is nothing more. Surrender is not giving up
through efforts, surrender is not becoming a slave to
il. “Pranidhan” - I’m translating it as surrender because
I don't find a better word.
Recognise th a l Ihere is a principle which
transcends matter and energy, which transcends all
the structures - which is innate in them and yet
tra n s c e n d a n t. T he re is a p rin c ip le p e rm eating
everything, due to which there is order in the world,
due to which there is harmony in the world, due to
which the movement of life becomes possible.
Patanjali says that while making effort, while
training, while studying, become aware thal there is a
principle permeating everything. To It, have an attitude
of surrender otherwise you might mistake yourself as
the master of your body and master of the cosmos or
the universe. You are in a limited form and all your
actions are limited. You have to work in a condilioned,
limited structure, so whatever you do has limitation.
But there is a unlimited, all prevading principle which
is omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent - these three
beautiful terms explain everything that is indicated by
the word “Ishvara". There is no other meaning lo the
word "Ishvara” as far as Patanjali is concerned.
Now if one recognises the existence and the
functioning of the princple which transcends human
body, human brain and all that which is seen around
us, if there is a principle inmate and yet transcendanl
permeating the whole and operating in and through
everything, what does this recognition do to us? Will
il not evoke an attitude of surrender in us?
Life is a dance of the nam eable and un54
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nameable, of tem porary im balances and eternal
equipoise or equanamity, of emergence and dissolution.
Life is a dance of all that. If we recognise Ishvara, the
presence of the all permeating principle, then we
understand the dance of life, the cosmic dance of Life.
If we have recognised the other and realised
the nature of the dance, what is this realisation going
to do to Ihe quality ol my life? I have lo function through
the center of the *me', the T , monitor of the psycho
physical structure, the m onitor of the biological
structure. We have to function from the center, from
the center of the me, the ego, which is only an
conceplural center, which is only an ideational center.
We should never mistake it for the reality of our
essence. Thai is not the essense of our being. So
though we function from il there is no self-centredness.
Though we function from il we do not get attached lo
the ego. We function from it because that is a necessity.
Jusl as we do nol drop out bodies but are functioning
through them, through they are limited and Life is
unlimited and infinite.
As we function through the limitations ol the
body which is goind to die one day, we function through
the center of the me, but that center does not become
a problem, we do not become addicted to il because
we are aware of the Ishvara. All what you do, what
you think is really dedicated to the Ishvara. It is an
offering to the Ishvara - the all premeating, pervasive
principle.
How do you express Pranidhan? To me an
elegant, magnificent, majestic humility is the conlenl
of surrender - Pranidhan. Ego does not know humility,
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Ego is assertive, aggressive, acquisitive, competilive.
So reminding yourself of Ihe all permeating,
pervading principle of life, dynamism of life, the petty
little center does not become all important. You use it,
you handle it, you function through it but you do not
get attached to il, you do not become dependant on
it. You use it as you use the body and when the
m ovem ent is n o l necessary you are in Ishvara
Pranidhan.
R e finem ent and p u rifica tio n of the w hole
cerebral and neuro-chemical system through study and
observation, purification of the gross body through
training, teaching, restraining is necessary. The student
of Yoga spends his day in Tapah - Swadhyaya Ishvara
Pranidhanani Kriya Yogah. If you do the first two and
there is no awareness of the Ishvara, no awareness of
the presence of the Ishvara around you and within
you, then you can become very arrogant, you can
become very self-centered, isolatory etc.
Patanjali Yoga has a kind of devotion and
dedication to Ishvara which I call the Supreme Intelligence.
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Chapter Seven

m [ Ih]
KLESHAH
A V ID Y A S M IT A -R A G A -D V E S H A B H IN IV E S H A H
KLESHAH : 11.3.
QUESTION : What are the five fold Kleshas
and whal can one do to get free of them in daily
living?
The w o rd s in the q u e stio n are of great
significance and we should look at those words before
we proceed to find oul what the five fold Kleshas are
and w h a t^ a n be done about Ihem.
The questioner says in the second part of the
question: "What can we do to get free of the Kleshas
in our daily life"? There is no other life except what you
call " the daily life” . The day, the today, the now, Ihe
here - what you call this moment is the only Reality for
you and me. To meet it, lo live through it. Life is
relationship and the movement of relationship is living.
Living is to be related. To be related to and inter-act
with human beings, non-human beings, nature at large,
constitutes what you call Life.
So lei us amend the question: "What can be
done to be free of Ihe Kleshas in life, in the midst of
the movemenl of relationship?” Nol as an abstract
theory, not academ ically but practically in every
moment, in every relationship.
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KLESHAH
If that is clear let us look at the word "Kleshah".
The questioner has used the word “Five Kleshashs".
What is “Kleshah?" How do you translate that in
English language? Do you translate it as pain, as hurt
or as suffering? For the English word pain and hurt
there is a Sanskrit word “Dukham". Dukham and
sukham. Sukham is defined as agreeable sensation.
Disagreeable sensation is Dukham.
So Kleshah and Dukha, they are two different
things. We cannot avoid Dukha. Pain, hurt cannot be
avoided, as long as we are living. Climatic changes,
changes of surroundings, the congenital sickness in
the body, hereditary sickness or distortions of the body
can cause pain. If you come across something which
will cause a disagreeable sensation the body has to
go through the event of pain. That pain is a psycho
physical event and il is bound to take place while we
are living, because we are n ol the creators or
controllers of climate and surroundings etc.
In the same way, you can use the word hurt
also as a synonym for Dukha on the physical level.
Biological pain equal to Dukham. On the psychological
level the sensitivity can be hurt, as the foot gets hurt
if pricked by a thorn. You can call it pain or you can
call it hurl. If the sensitivity is refined, then if one has
to witness or one has to go Ihrough relationship where
people behave crudely, unasethetically, where there is
inaccuracy of behaviour, where there is roughness,
harshness, lack of precision then the aesthetically keen
sensitivity, the refined sensitivity experiences an acule
hurt. It is not physical. No-body has touched your body
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bul inside the sensitivity gets hurt, that also is Dukham.
On Ihe psycho-physical level il seems to me
thal Dukham or Ihe pain or hurt cannot be avoided. It
takes place as an event. But Ihis is nol called Kleshah.
I'm trying lo look with your cooperation at the
meaning of the word Kleshah. The word Klesha would
be translated into English language by the word
suffering. When the pain or hurl that has laken place
in a fraction of a moment is given continuity by thought,
when there is identification with it, when Ihere is
identification with the event lhat has taken place and
you say “I was hurt", “I was insulted", “ I was humilialed"
then Ihere is suffering. The event has laken place
objectively, you cannot deny it, you cannot avoid it.
M a h a ris h i R a m an a, S h ri R a m a k ris h n a , Shri
Krishnamurti they could not avoid the disease cancer
to their bodies and they must have gone through
tremendous pain - pain to the body. Pain is one thing
which takes place as an event, suffering is inflicted by
Ihought which gives it a continuity. Identification gives
continuity.
So Kleshah is suffering, misery with ihe help of
imagination due to fear, due to identification. Oul of Ihe
physical pain and hurt we create suffering - psychological
suffering. Kleshah is psychological suffering. Please let
us not translate Kleshah by the words pain or hurt,
otherwise it will be an inaccurate translation.
If Ihe meaning of Ihese two words is sufficiently
clear lei us proceed lo the Pancha Kleshah. “Pancha”
means five. You can say five fold and also five.
W h a l are Ihe live K le sh a s according, to
Patanjali?
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“A vid yasm ila-ra ga -d vesh -a b hin ive sh ah kleshah - 11.3"

Patanjali defines, enumerates, explains Ihe five
fold suffering which the human beings go Ihrough and
which according to him is nol warranted. Thai suffering
can be avoided, that suffering can be transcended. You
can pul an end to that suffering. The Pancha Kleshahs
can be ended. Religion is ending Ihe psychological
suffering bul not the physical pain and hurt - that does
not seem possible except for persons who have studied
Hatha Yoga and specialised in Halha Yoga, where they
can add longevity to the body and they can avoid physical
sicknesses, diseases. If you specialise in Hatha Yoga it
is possible to a very great extent to avoid even physical
pain and sicknesses.
Patanjali Yoga is Raja Yoga. Though the
Ashtanga Yoga of Halha Yoga is included in Raja Yoga,
it is only a very small part. The Ashtanga Yoga of
Yamahs, Niyamahs, Asanas, Pranayama elc. is only a
pari of Raja Yoga nol the essence as it is in Hatha
Yoga.
AVIDYA
"Vidya” - Self Knowledge. I'm talking about the
Sanskrit language of the period of the Vedas, the
Upanishads and the six syslems of Indian philosophy
- Sankhya, Yoga etc. I’m talking of the Sanskrit
language and its meaning of thai period. If you go
today to India and ask somebody what is Vidya, they
will say: “Knowledge". That was not Ihe implication for
Patanjali.
It has bee n w ritten that “ V idya" m eans
A d hyalm a. What is “A dhyatm a” ? U n derstanding
yourself, knowing what you are. "Avidya” is ignorance
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about ones own’ nature, ignorance aboul the existential
essence, aboul ones' own being. Nol ignorance about
chemistry, physics elc - lhat is not the meaning or the
connotalion of Ihe term "Avidya". Here in Patanjali’s
Yoga or in Ishavasya Upanishad the word “Avidya"
refers lo ignorance about one's own nature, one's own
essence. If there is ignorance about the essence of
one's being, then one would identify and equate one's
w holeness with things that are smaller, that are
com partm ental, that are fragm entary. If I do not
understand what life is, what the Isness of Life is,
what Ihe suchness of life is, then I would identify wilh
things that are smaller.
"Suchness” - is the term used by the Buddhists
- Isness is the word used by Ihe Vedantins. Satta or
lo -be-ness is Ihe expression your friend Vim ala
generally uses for communicating the essence.
If the to-be-ness which is here, funclioning,
operating, is not understood properly, is not perceived, if
you do nol gel acquainted with the inner substance of
your being, the content of being, the mechanism of Ihe
to-be-ness then it is quite possible thal you think this
body is you - "I am Ihe body and the body is Me.” There
can be wrong identification and when the body becomes
sick you say “I am sick" or if the body is dying you say
“I am dying". It is a wrong equation, it is a wrong
identification. Most often it happens that there is wrong
equation and wrong identification. Some people do not
equate the biological structure wilh the essence of their
being, Ihey equate their knowledge, their thoughts with
the essence of their being, they equate their views, their
memory with Ihe essence of their being. So they say "I
am hurt” or "This is my possession” , “This is my
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experience - sensual, extra sensory, transcendental".
They go on identifying with the experiences, the pieces
of knowledge and they think that the to-be-ness, the
Isness, is equal to memory, knowledge, experience,
values etc and then suffering begins.
W hen there is nol the identification with the
body and when there is freedom of awareness, then
the essence of life is not only the physical structure,
its movements, its birth, its decay and death, then the
essence of life is something additional, something
qualitatively different. Then the identification does nol
take place, therefore there is no Kleshah, Ihere is no
suffering.
Il
is only when the pain enters the mind, thal is
to say, when there is Ihe identification, and you say “ I
am suffering", not that “there is pain in Ihe body” but
“ I am in pain” then the Kleshah begins.
Avidya is ignorance about the essence of one’s
being. In one's being there is also this psycho-physical
body. Like the crust of your bread, like the skin of the
fruit, it is necessary. Without the body, Ihe essence, the
energy of Intelligence, the creativity • whatever you call
it, cannot manifest itself. The very manifestation requires
the form, the very expression requires Ihe form, so the
form also is part of that, bul it is like the skin of Ihe fruit.
If you identify with Ihe sensation of the Self, of Ihe Me,
which is finer than the gross body and give continuity to
the hurl that has taken place, then there is suffering. It
was the sensitivity that was hurt, it was a sense of selfrespect that was hurt, it was an image about yourself
that was disturbed. It does happen and in relationships
such moments cannot be avoided, but then the thought
gives continuity - this happened lo me, she did it to me,
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he did it to me. Thai suffering is the result of thought
conferring continuity, thal is to say the domination of the
idea of psychological lime. Thought is lime really speaking,
so thought gives continuity and pain becomes suffering.
Patanjali says, when this basic ignorance about
the essence of one's being is eliminated and there is
Vidya, when there is self-knowing, self-understanding,
when there is the discovery of the essence of one's
being, then the Kleshah called Avidya, the Kleshah
caused by Avidya gels eliminated, il gets ended once
and for all.
ASMITA
The next is Asmita, the word Asmita is translated
generally by most of the commentators - Indian and
Non-Indian as Egoism. Some call it egoism, some call
il Egotism. To look upon Ihe wholeness of your life as
only the movement of the Ego, the Self, the Me is
Asmita.
T he body is an in d ivid u a l body, b ul Ihe
movement of thought, the movement of knowledge,
experience, inheritance inside the body, the movement
of programming and conditioning, the impression of
those conditionings in the body, has a particularity of
expression not individuality. Like a particular model of
a car from a factory of cars, there is a particular
expression of collectively standardised, organised,
sanctioned neuro-chemical ways of behaviour, which
you call the mental behaviour. The menial movement
is going to be there. T ho ught s tru c tu re or the
programmed and conditioned psycho-physical structure
is there, you cannot escape from il and you have lo
use the word T and Me'. But please see lhal it has
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only idealional reality, not a factual content. The body
has a factual content - flesh and blood and bones, but
inside - the conditionings and programmings have a
vibrational existence permeating the whole body.
The T , Ihe Ego has only a particularity of
expression, not an individuality cf an entily. There is
no entity within the body. We imagine that there must
be a ego, a self, a Jiva, a soul and so on? We transfer
that or rather we extend that idea from the biological,
the physical to the psychological, but there is only a
collectively produced cerebral and neuro-chemical way
of behaviour - m echanistic, repetilive. autom atic
movement and reactions to the pattern of conditioning.
Sometimes we identify the wholeness of life with
this idea, with the concept of the me, which is like the
point in geometry, if you want lo define the point you
can't, you may say it has no length, no breath, but put
a point on the paper and you may say it has both. The
arilhmelical numbers - one, two, three upto nine - they
are our creations, and we say two plus three equal lo
live, this is our counting, this is our measurement, this
is our scale, there are no numbers in Realily, but these
are our measures. In the same way, the Ego has the
same kind of Reality as the arithmetical numbers have,
Ihey have the same kind of Reality as your words and
languages have. The word is not the thing, it only
points to the existence of something, it is a pointer.
Asm ita is identification with the idealional
structure. Avidya was confusing the essence of being
with something with which it is nol and Asmita is
identifying Ihe whole knowledge with the essence of
your being. There is a movement of knowledge without
a knower inside, there is a movement of experiencing
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without a experiencer - That is the only way of going
through the events. You go through an event - the
stimulus applied inside creates an impulse, awakening
memory, memory interprets the event, then you say:
“ It is my experience” . Light was pprceived and then
you say “ I saw the light" “Ah that was a Occult
experience." Perception of light, perception of sound
may be a fact, may be just an event, bul the event
gels converted into an experience when you refer il
back to memory and identify it, compare it, evaluate it
and give it a name.
There may be the movement of experiencing
w ith o u t the e xp e rie n c e r and the m ovem ent of
know ledge and the play back or reaction of the
conditionings without the entity inside, which perhaps
does not exist at all.
Asm ila is identificalion wilh the conceptual
structure and it becomes the cause of suffering. How
does it become the cause of sufferhg? The biological
body, the physical structure it has to be preserved, so
you have lo have food, clothing, shelter. You have to take
care of its health etc, there is an urge to preserve it, an
urge to defend il against the odds of life, to protect it, to
see il continues unobstructed, there is an urge
incorporated in the biological structure, a sense of security,
a sense of preservation. Now lhat gels extended and we
have knaively believed that T has to be protected as the
body has to be protected. As the body has to have a
house the T musl have the house of thought to live in,
the house of knowledge lo live in. It must have protection
of defence mechanism, it must have protection of a code
of conduct, il must be given all this. As there are methods
and techniques of preservation of Ihe physical body we
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keep Ihis, and we exlend the physical fear to Ihe
psychological level. We extend the idea of security to
the psychological level and that is how suffering is
inflicted by ourselves.
RAGAH - DVESHAH
After a few aphorisms Patanjali defines uRagan
and “ Dvesha" bolh. “Sukhanushayi Ragah 11.7
"Dhukhanushayi Dveshah 11.8
The desire for repetition of pleasure results in
attachment. Raga is attachment in English language,
so he calls raga or attachment as a source of suffering,
as a cause of suffering or even as an expression of
suffering. Raga is suffering, Wrong identification leads
to suffering. There is nothing wrong in pleasure, none
of the Vedas, the Upanishads or Ihe six systems of
Indian philosophy have ever said that you should avoid
pleasure, that you should invile pain, that you should
mortify the body and torture it, they have not said it
because they are worshippers of Life and they are
lovers of Life.
“Sukhanushayai Ragah - There is nothing wrong
with pleasure. We have beautiful senses in the human
body. The eyes see the colours, beautiful shapes and
it has pleasure, may be for a fraction of a second. If
you want the pleasure to be continued then you are
creating the suffering, but by itself the contact of the
sight with the various shapes, sizes, colours is beautiful.
You have flowers with scents - Rose, lotus and they do
something to your whole body when you get that
fragrance. It is a momentary pleasure, it is only when
you want thal pleasure to be repeated, and for the
repetition of the pleasure you want to capture the object
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or the individual that has caused the pleasure and you
want to own it, possess it, cling to it, dominate over il,
exploit it, him or her, then there is suffering.
Raga - the desire to repeat the pleasure results
in attachment and attachment is another source of
Kleshah or suffering.
Raga and Dvesha are two sides of a coin. On
one side is what you call Raga and on the other side
of the coin is Dvesha. Dvesha is aversion. The desire
to run away to avoid. "Repulsion” would be a strong
term. Disinclination to have any contact, dislike, when
a dislike becomes permanent, when il gets crystallised
you call it aversion-il may be momentary, transistory,
temporary. Today you dislike it, after a month you like
il. So likes and dislikes are lloaling. They may change
but once the like crystallises it becomes infatuation,
obsession and once the dislike crystallises it can
become aversion and if it gets still stronger repulsion.
D h ukhanush ayi D eveshah 11.8 - P a tanjali
describes it as the desire to manipulate life in such a
way thal there will nol be any suffering. Trying to run
away from pain and hurl. Being afraid of pain and
hurt, you create the act of dislike, aversion, repulsion,
hatred. Dvesha could be translated by the word hatred
also.
Attachment does not allow you lo live in freedom
because once you get attached to objects, you form a
habit pattern. You get attached to individuals and you
feel you can’t live without them or you make yourself
indispensible to the other people, then the suffering
begins.
When there is a reluctance to see that Dukham
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- pain cannot be avoided, when ihere is reluctance to
see this fact, then Ihere is Kleshah. Buddha musl have
seen this deep rooted tendency In human beings to
ignore Dukham as part of life, thal is why he says
Sarvam Dukham, Sarvam Shanikam.
There is pain in life, you can’t avoid it, so do nol
run away from il. Bul that does nol mean that you go
and invite pain and become a sadisl, not lhat morbid
habits of lorturing the body, not that thing but pleasure
and pain both are unavoidable. One need not be afraid
of pleasure that it will excite and so run away from il.
One need not be afraid of pain that il will creale a
permanent imbalance and so run away from il. When
you recognise pleasure and pain - Sukham and
Dukham as parts of life, then there is no Kleshah.
You have asked me about the Pancha Kleshahs
and the last is Abhiniveshah.
ABHINIVESHAH
Let me see how lo approach Ihis ‘'Abhiniveshah".
Aggressive inclination to cling to the body, aggressive
inclination, let me say, even an ambition to cling lo Ihe
body. I'm studying with you, looking at what Patanjali had
said. When there is an aggressive desire, not only
inclination, not even impulse but a desire to cling to Ihe
body, the physical body then there is fear of dying and
death.
Obsession wilh the body, to protect it at any
cost, at every cosl, to preserve it al any cosl and
every cosl, one is afraid to live, one is afraid of life.
Supposing I do Ihis it might hurl my body, supposing
I do that it might hurt my mind.
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Abhiniveshah is a kind of suffering which is the
result of this inhibition of obsession wilh the body, nol
only identification but you are infatuated, obsessed
wilh the body. The body becomes the center of all
your attention, a vested interest is there in the
preservation and the continuity of the body. So there
is no ope nness, no re c e p tiv ity lo open out in
relationship, lo open out to life. There is always the
over protectiveness and you isolate yourself.
Abhiniveshah isolates Abhiniveshah does not
allow you lo mix with people, to be with them, it is an
inhibilion in the movement of relationships. You are
always on your guard. You have an image of yourself
which has to be protected. Your body has to be
protected, its likes and dislikes have to be protected.
So there is a kind of inhibition of an over protective
impulse which always keeps you in a shell as it were,
it doesn't allow you lo open up yoi)r doors and windows
lo life. You weave around yourself a nest of your
knowledge, inheritance, your ideologies etc. and you
keep yourself protected. Can't receive anything new. If
a new communication, if something fresh comes to
you which is different from Ihe nesl that you had built
up, straw by straw gathering pieces ol knowledge, you
are afraid that it will be destroyed so you stick lo the
old, you cling to the old. Abhiniveslja does not allow
you lo live creatively, does not allow you to die
creatively. - to meet death as the culmination of the
act of living. It does not allow you, because il fills you
with a nameless fear, with a faceless fear. Not fear of
anything particular bul fear of everything.
The second part of the question is : “What do
you do to get free of these Kleshashs in living”?
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I wonder if you have faith in your perception, if
you trusl your psychological perception, as you trust
your physical perception? You see a snake and there
is an instantaneous response of the whole being.
Perception and the response of the whole being, there
is no time lag in between because you trust your
perception of a physical fact. Unfortunately the human
race has not cultivated the sensitivity through education
to respond to the perception of a psychological fact
without a time-lag. We respond lo the physical fact
without a time lag at all, and it is not a mechanical
response, in the presence of dangers the Intelligence
of the p e rso n w o rks, the o rg a n ic in te llig e n c e
immediately responds.
Perception of a psychological fact has to take
place through the sight of sensitivity - not Ihese physical
eyes, but the other eyes. Sensitivity is a perception.
You feel it, you perceive it, but then there is a time lag
we feel “yes I have seen it, now tell me what to do
about it?” Do you see Ihe difference? It is not a question
of you and me, il is nol a question of individuals. We
- you and me represent the whole human race. After
having inhabited Ihe globe for twenty centuries there
is so much to learn and the human race is so slow to
learn. It has not educated ilself. However, now the
education in Ihe perception of psychological facts has
begun, the emergence of psychology, para-psychology
as a science is a very recent phenomenon. Only
hundred years or so.
Now we are learning to objectify the inner
movement, to verbalise about them, to look at them.
Verbalisation of the psychological fact and fearless
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perceplion of the lacl - Ihese two things have taken
place in the global life of the human race. But the third
step is left, there is a missing link. The response does
not come spontaneously from the wholeness of being,
because we have been nourished on knowledge, we
have been nourished on words - the nutrition has been
of words and theories and ideas and concepts. First
you acquire knowledge, then society provides you wilh
the incentives. * if you are virtuous you go to heaven,
if you commit sins you go to hell. Rewards, punishments
are offered in religion, in ethics, in politics, in economics.
First know, then provide incentives, then codes of
conduct.
If there is a time lag between knowing and
living it is because the knowledge comes in between.
The chain of incentives, the code of conduct, the
instructions inhibit the sensitivity. The sensitivity does
not respond immediately. And now due to the study
of Yoga or Mediation as the way of living the human
race sees the urgency of activising the sensitivity,
so lhat there is no time lag between the perception
of psychological facl and the response from Ihe
whole being.
We are in the transitory period. Two important
steps have been taken by the human race. The third
remains lo be taken and I think the interest in Yoga,
b a la n ce d nutrition, Ti C hi, w h o lis tic m edicine,
experiments in alternative ways ol living, alternative
culture - all these things that are taking place all over
the world, is a global wave in Ihe human consciousness
to eliminate Ihis time lag between the perceplion and
response.
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I’m sharing (his with you so lhat you do not
carry any guilt consciousness aboul yourself, that ‘‘I
c a n n o t respond , I und e rsta n d , there is verbal
knowledge and yet the change does not take place".
One could hold oneself guilty and suffer unnecessarily.
It is not an individual failure, it is a missing link in the
psychic growth of the human race of which you and I
are parts, and now we want to correct it. So without
an y sense of fru s tra tio n , g u ilt cons c io u s n e s s ,
depression, we should be able to look at the facts as
they are.
I
have wilh the help of words investigated whal
the Kleshahs are. I have verbally understood what the
Kleshahs are, then let me observe in daily life how this
suffering, how Ihe Kleshahs operate. Let me watch
them in myself. The factual encounter will give the
understanding. Now it is only an idea, it remains only
a word. However clear, logical, sane and flawless the
exposition might be, still it is only a description and
the description is not the described.
Let me see the suffering. Let me feel the pain,
the agony, the sorrow of it. Unless you see the nature
of bondage, unless you see the heaviness, the
darkness of bondage, the urge for liberation does not
have vitality, it does not have that passion to break
through. It remains only a pious wish and therefore
has not got any momentum. Words don’t have any
momentum.
So the third step would be to watch and have
a personal encounter of these five Kleshahs operating
within ones' life. And that encounter hurts the sensitivity,
it churns your whole being, because the sensitivity,
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the Intelligence does not like to remain a prisoner of
all this suffering. The encounter causes a deep sorrow,
the observation, the perception of suffering created by
Avidya, Asmita etc. causes a deep sorrow, the whole
being becomes a flame of sorrow, the Kleshahs become
unbearable. Il is the sacred agony of sorrow, the
sharpness of sorrow, cutting you as il were. And mind
you friends, these are not mere words, this is Vimala’s
life, she has gone through it, otherwise she would not
have the courage to sit here and talk to you.
Now the Ego, the idea of the Ego, is lorn down
to pieces, is shattered, the images that one had aboul
oneself get broken down to pieces, and you see all
that is within you and around you. You may call il the
dark night of the soul, if you like, that is Ihe language
used by the Sufis and the Bhakti Yoga people - the
Yoga of Devotion in India.
If one fearlessly sticks out the sorrow caused
by the personal encounter of the operation of the
Kleshahs within one, then Ihe dark night ends wilh the
dawn of a new perspective of life. One does not want
to use any poetic language but life is poetry.
Till this happens, when I notice Ihe suffering in
me, when I notice the attachment in me or the aversion,
repulsion, hatred in me, in your, in quotes "daily living” ,
whal do I do? That is the last part of the question. I
don't do anything. Please do see this, I don’t do
anything I don’t go in for a therapy, I don’l go in for a
method or a technique lo get rid of il, for whatever is
done, is going to create a new network of suffering pleasant in Ihe beginning, painful later on and you are
back in the trap.
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Il
is very important lo realise lhat the T cannot
do anything to get rid of Kleshas, because Ihe Kleshahs
are a creation of the T or the ‘Me’, the Self, the Ego.
To be w ilh the K leshahs, lo observe : “This is
attachm ent, this is repulsion, Ihis is causing the
bitterness, this is giving a smile or grin to my face.” Be
with it, be with the T, rather don't try to run away from
it, from your own Intelligence. Just be with it, you have
seen what it is, you would like it to get it eliminated,
uprooted, removed completely. That is enough. You
have seen, you have understood, now let the dynamism
concealed in the perception, let the dynamics contained
in understanding operate upon you. As a hangover of
the old habit it may come back, let it come back without
feeling guilty, wilhout getting depressed, wilhoul having
self-pity, and a sense of frustration. In a very simple
humble way be with what is - maybe it is the Raga, the
Dvesha, the Asmita. No condemnation, no criticism,
no desire to touch il or change il. Jusl be wilh it
because what you could do, you have done. You got
first Ihe verbal information, you got that information by
reading, by a tte n d in g talks, by p a rtic ip a tin g in
discussions. You have observed and watched. Whatever
you could do, you have done honestly. Now the
invesligation, Ihe inquiry has to stop, because they
have served their purpose, they cannot go any further,
every effort by the T will create one more complication.
After knowledge and observation, the sacred
moment comes to remain effortlessly in the presence
of the fact, not ignoring it, nol touching il. That is
Tapas. you are being with the fact, with all the
perception and understanding conlained in you. No
eagerness, no impatience, no comparison “Why hasn't
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il changed me? Why didn'l il happen to me?” Nothing
of that, just: I have done what I want to, now 1 am
Ihere, all alert, all attentive but effortless.
The effortlessness of the T, the ‘Me’ the ‘Ego’,
the unconditional relaxation of the Ego would be Ihe
greatest contribution, and freedom would be the
perfume of lhat relaxation, of that effortlessness.
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Chapter Eight

DHARANA AND DHYANA
Before we proceed I would like to clarify one
point. Since Ihe beginning of this camp Vimala has
been trying to share with you her understanding of
Patanjali Yoga, of Raja Yoga. She is not singing her
song. She will sing her own song in the next camp, but
in this camp one is trying one's level best to pul into
words what one has understood as Patanjali Yoga,
what Palanjali must have meant in his Aphorisms, the
meaning of the words of Sanskrit language, what they
imply literally. I do not bring in the points here whether
I agree or disagree with Patanjali. Lei us look at him,
let us listen to him, and lei us understand what he
says for students and leachers of Yoga. This clarification
is necessary as we shall proceed with a special
reference to your questions about DHARANA and
DHYANA according to Patanjali.
QUESTION : What is the role of Dharana and
Dhyana? What is the relationship between Dharana
and Dhyana according to Patanjali?
A close scrutiny of P a tanjali’s w ords and
aphorisms, a scientific, non-authoritarian study of
Patanjali's Sulras, seems to be vitally necessary and
we are Irying to do il very briefly because we cannot
study the whole of Patanjali Yoga in one week. There
is the Sadhana Path, Ihe Siddhi Path, the Samadhi
Path - so many different chapters, but we are looking
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at it briefly in a non-sectarian, non-dogmatic way. Il seems
to be a very precise science given to us by Muni Patanjali.
Let us begin by understanding the role of
conditioning in the development of human culture and
civilization. In order to understand Dharana we have
to understand the role of conditioning in our lives
because Dharana is the method of concentration in
which you are conditioning what you call your mind or
what is generally called the thought structure - the
psychological structure, thal vibrational stuff in the body.
Conditioning can be done or has been done in
many ways. We condition the matter around us - the
trees, the plants, the earth, the rivers. When we come
to the anim al world and the w orld of birds the
condilioniong is in the form of training. You make the
animals or birds repeal certain movements. You must
have heard of Pavlov and his behavioural psychology.
You make someone repeat a pattern of behaviour lhal is what you do wilh animals when you claim you
are taming them.
Training is one way of conditioning. You condition
the gross matter, you condition Ihe plant world and
you condition the animal kingdom through this process
of repetitive, mechanical movemenl. Il does not help
the animal or bird to understand why Ihe movement is
to be done. Training is one form of conditioning where
you do not expect Ihe trainee to use his own initiative
or freedom. You just expect the animal or bird to be a
passive recipent of what you are doing.
The second aspect o( conditioning is education.
You educate the child to repeal ce'lain movemenls.
You leach the child how to eat with knife and fork, how
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lo chew, all this is done methodically. Methods and
systems are necessary while you are educating the
children.
What is the difference between the repetition
that the animals go through and the repetition lhat the
human beings go through?
There is a beautiful word in Sanskrit language to
describe this process of learning Ihrough repetition during
the educational period. Il is called "Abhyasa.” You also
come across the aphorism in Patanjali's Yoga Sutras :
“Abhyasa Vairagya Abhyam Tan-nirodhah" I. 12.
Here you are expecting the child to learn by
repeating. As it grows il has to repeat words to learn
the pronunciation, to learn grammar il has to repeat
the rules and regulations, it has to learn certain things
by memory. You expect the child to go Ihrough this
repitilion while understanding why it has to be done.
You don't want the child only to be a passive animal,
you want it lo learn. You are helping, through education,
which is a process of conditioning. But at the same
time you try lo stimulate the intelligence of the child,
you want the child to understand very clearly why
certain kinds of things are lo be done.
The child is going to condition its own body,
speech and even his thinking process with your help.
So education is helping the child to discipline itself.
Education is helping the child to condition itself. If you
do not help Ihe child to understand then il is nol
education. Here you are stimulating the urge to learn,
you are stimulating the taste for learning, the love for
learning and for understanding. The process of
conditioning is used here for awakening the love of
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learning, the love of discipline together wilh the
underslanding as lo why the discipline has to be gone
through. So it is not entirely mechanical. II is not entirely
repetitive, the repetition has a new element. Please do
see the difference between training and education the two forms of conditioning.
There is a third aspect of conditioning where
methods and system s are necessary, where you
convert the gross matter inlo refined and sophisticated
matter. You make the matter go Ihrough a process of
cond itioning and you provoke the latent powers
contained and concealed in thal matter. We have seen
training, we have seen education, now we are coming
to something much deeper.
For example when you make your body go
through the asanas combined with the process of
pranayama you are refining the muscular, the glandular,
the nervous system, so that the latent powers contained
in the body begin lo manifest and gel aclivised.
For example when you study pranayama there
are certain techniques and methods like learning to
retain the breath for longer periods of time where you
go on increasing the duration of the Antar Kumbhaka,
by which you can develop the latent .powers in the
body.
For example if you learn Tantra Yoga - Dakshina
and the Vana part or the right and the left part of
Tantra as they call it - they are concerned wilh
stimulating the energies contained in significant parts
of your body, which they call the chakras. The scientists
cf Tantra Yoga discovered. 7 very critical junctures,
junctions where different nerves - sensory and motor
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meet. As these meeting points have a specific power,
Ihey call it the Chakra. They talk about the Sahasrara
Chakra - the 1000 petal lotus at the crown of the head,
they will talk of a chakra between the eyebrows, in the
heart, in the throat, in the naval point, in the muladhara
etc. They are very important, significant points where
certain nerves meet, connected with glands. So Tantra
Yoga is conditioning those energy channels and those
points of nerves - sensory, motor. You condition them so
that the latent powers contained in those channels and
those points begin to manifest themselves. If you tear
the human body you won't find any chakras in your
anatomy. These 7 points were developed into 70 points
by Hatha Yoga. You will find mention of it in Hatha Yoga
P radipika and the scie ntists in th e ir science of
Acupuncture and Acupressure they have gone into 700
different points of the body. You can touch Ihem and
awaken (he energies for bringing back your health. That
is to say like blood circulation, there are certain healing
energies in the body, if they get blocked somewhere, if
their flow gets blocked, then you become ill or sick. So
the Chinese went upto 700 points. Hatha Yoga talks about
70 points, Tantra Yoga talks about 7 points in the body.
You condition the matter in order to bring out the latent
powers. So this is the third aspect of conditioning which
requires a method, which requires a system.
One could go on elaborating upon the variety
of the conditioning processes and all the nuances and
shades of this human culture. Conditioning is the
content of human culture, it is not always for limiting,
it is not always for crushing the original. It is helping
the original, sophisticating, refining the original and
awakening and provoking the manifestation of the latent
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energies w ithin. The wealth of human culture if
understood properly and handled properly can be an
asset but if you do not handle it properly then even an
asset can become a bondage, can become a limitation.
Let us refer to one more approach to this
process of conditioning which is Dharana.
When you study Dharana, it is the method of
concentration where you are conditioning what you call
your mind or what I generally call the thought structure
the psychological structure - that vibrational stuff inside
the body. You are conditioning that stuff which was
diffused, running out of the body or even inside the body
in different directions to different ideas, to different words,
running out to different objects outside the body, and
getting diffused. You are conditioning that stuff to come
back from the diffused state to a collected, composed,
concentrated slate. Concentrating the diffused energy is
concentration, please do see the fun of it, the charm of it.
In D h ara na, in the sta te of D h ara na or
concentration you have methods and techniques of
bringing back the mind. To use the language of Raja
Yoga the mind that was wandering, that was scattered,
that was running in ten directions at the same time,
hopping from one topic to another, you want to bring
it back, and by the concentration of its energies you
want to make it steady. It was disturbed, you would
like to make it quiet. It was unsteady you would like to
make it steady.
Concentration is a method of conditioning the
mind stuff, the diffused energy. Don’t you say Ihis is
the concentrated juice of grapes and then you dilute
it? Inside there is a process of dilution and a piocess
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of concentration going on constantly through out the
day. W hen you allow yo u r atte n tio n lo wander
unnecessarily, unwarrantedly in an irresponsible way,
you allow it to wander to hundreds of subjects the vital
energy gets diffused.
Patanjali talks about Dharana after Pratyahara.
Dharana is a process of conditioning the mind,
conditioning the movement of past contained in your
body, in the nerves, in the chemical system.
How do you condition? There are methods and
techniques evolved by the Oriental people who have
been experimenting in the laboratory of their own
bodies for centuries over centuries. As you have been
doing witfal science and technology in the West and
you have helped the man to land on the moon, you
have helped the man to travel in space and be there
for months together. As you have conditioned the matter
to bring back pictures from Neptune, they have been
conditioning the matter in their bodies, like the breath
system in their body, for investigating, and exploring
the nature of reality.
In the West it has been with outward matter,
external matter, in the Orient it has been with the inner
matter. Body is matter like the cosmos. It is condensed
cosmos. It contains energies, it contains matter, it has
the fire principle, the water principle inside it, and there
is nothing here which is not there outside. It is a replica
on a minature scale of all that exists in the universe,
of all the things that exist in the cosmos - if I may use
the term.
You w ill come across literally hundreds ol
methods of Dharana - concentration. If you turn lo
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mantra yoga, they will help you to learn concentration.
If there is a mantra yogi who has specialised in the
sound metaphysics and handling of the sound energy,
he can know which kind of sound will be agreeable to
your body and your temprament. He can suggest a
mantra to you which is a composiilon of letters, a
combination of letters which can be used tor quieting
your mind, and they will tell you how to repeat it, at
what pilch, at what volume, how many times, at what
time of the day.
These Mantra Yogis will go into the detail of telling
you which colour clothes you should wear while you are
using the mantra. See the specialisation! As you have
gone into specialisation when you make those computers
where in a tiny silicon chip you can feed in 33000 pieces
of memory, - there you have conditioned outer matter.
Here they have conditioned the inside matter. So the
Manlra Yogi has a method. Its not only a ritual. When a
Mantra Yogi asks you to wear pink colour robes or light
blue, sky blue clothes or orange coloured clothes, it is
not a ritual. If the person has studied properly and not
just followed the tradition blindly, they can tell you, because
it is a science, where with the help of sound you are
working upon the energies within your body. For that you
need a technique. Body is matter.The sound energy
contained in you, in your body is also matter. You are
trying to condition it, and for that you require a method,
a technique and you have to leam it very precisely. The
Mantra Yogi in China, in Tibet, in India won’t allow you.to
speak any way you like. There is a method, mathematical
as in Tantra Yoga.
h Tantra Yoga they will leach you postures
because they want to change Ihe direction of sex
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energy and help Ihe sex energy lo travel upwards in
the body instead of going downwards, combining it
with the pranayama. They want to reverse the direction
of the flow of sex energy and take it upward to the
crown of the head. That is all Tantra is really about,
with the help of pranayama to reverse Ihe direction of
this sex energy, as the sex energy has creative powers,
il can create another human being. Look at the potential
creativity contained in sex! Sex is something so sacred,
so divine, so beautiful. We have dragged it down to
only a pleasure level, because we are a pleasure
mongering race, a pleasure obsessed race. But there
is the joy, the beauty, the divinity, the sanctity of sex,
if only we could understand and appreciate it.
In Tantra Yoga as we have to s*udy those asanas,
the language of chakras, il requires a method, and
you must study with the teacher like in Mantra Yoga,
like in Hatha Yoga, because you are working upon the
matter inside you, which is invisible, which is intangible,
which is infinite, which is not like your feet or hands.
You can move them as per your wish, as your will but
here you are working on subtle matter and in order lo
avoid mistakes, you have to go about it scientifically.
So you need a leacher with whom to study, whether
it is Hatha Yoga, Tantra Yoga or Mantra Yoga like
classical music you just cannot learn il by video tapes.
You may repeal il but repetition is not the essence of
learning, it is a part of learning, you have to go and
live with the musician and see how he improvises in
classical music.
The techniques and methods, as a part of
conditioning are necessary upto the level ol Dharana.
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If the concentration is not Ihrough mantra, if it
is not through tantra, maybe somebody asks you to
concentrate upon a picture, upon the flame of a candle.
They do it in the Orient upon the sun, upon the moon
or they ask you lo concentrate upon the sky, the space.
Akasha • Dharana they call it. Concentrating on the
formless or concentrating on the form. Do you see the
relevance of method and technique from Yama-NiyamaAsana-Pranayama-Pratyahara upto Dharana? There,
there is a possibility, a scope and a relevance of
methods and techniques because you are trying to
condition something, give it a different direction, trying
to make the latent manifest, provoking the energies
contained in it.
That is how Ihrough Dharana, through the study
of concentration one can arouse the latent powers.
That is to say the experiences contained in the
subconscious and unconscious. W hat you call the
occult and the transcendental experiences, they are
all contained in you and me, all the experiences that
the race has gone through are contained, concealed
in you and me. Concentration, Dharana can arouse
those experiences, it can arouse Ihe latent powers, il
can sop h istica te your m ind, if you really study
concentration, whether you do il Ihrough a mantra or
through a picture or idol or flame.
Thai study steadies Ihe mind. The mind was
scattered and now you are bringing it to one point,
you focus yourself on this one point, you give a point
lo the mind, a time duration to the mind, and you sit
down and concentrate. You may concentrate on your
in-coming and oul-going breath, you may concentrate
upon the movement of thoughts within you. You take
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some support for steadying ihe mind. The steady mind
has Iremendous power. The steadying of Ihe attention
d e ve lo p s so m any pow ers. C la irv o y a n c e and
clairaudience are powers that come about by Ihe study
of Dharana ■just to give you two examples. Your memory
becomes tremendously rich - Ihe power of concentration
sharpens Ihe memory, sharpens the perception. When
you listen or look you receive fully because the attention
is steady. If you have studied concentration Ihe result is
always a steady attention - when you perceive there is
steadiness so you lake in more Ihings, when you lislen
you are steady so you lake in more things. The quality
of reception changes with the study of Dharana. The
quality of retention in memory changes and the quality
of reproduction changes, you reproduce exactly as it had
taken place. This is possible in the human body.
The study of Dharana - concentration can
develop a number of latent powers and also arouse
experiences. Il is not a suprise lhat you find techniques
and methods given lo you for Dharana, bul il is' not
meditation. Dharana is nol Dhyanam, Dhyanam is quite
different from Dharana, it is the next stage.
DHYANA
First the ene rgy lh a t was diffused
gets
concentrated, that which was unsteady is made steady,
that which was disturbed has become peaceful. There is
a qualitative transformation in receptivity, in attitude, in
relenlion, in reproduction. A qualitative transformation has
laken place' by D harana. That is w hy P a tanjali
recommends it to yoga students to strengthen Ihe mind
stuff, to make it vilal, vigorous, always energetic, Never
is the mind ol a yoga student lazy, lelhargic, inattentive,
distracted, disturbed, il is always alert and attentive.
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In the study of Raja Yoga you do not get stuck
there, you do not get blocked there, that is not the
culmination but that can be a phase for the next step.
And the next step is the identification with the mind
stuff that has become steady, peaceful, quiet and
beautifully refined and later, even the identification with
that disappears in the slate of meditation. In Dharana,
in concentration you had divided yourself into the
p e rso n w h ich c o n d itio n s and th a t w hich gets
conditioned. You had divided yourself into two. You
were conditioning according lo a technique and a
method your inner matter, you were working on yourself,
on the subtle part of yourself. As you work upon your
body - you clean it, wdsh it, bathe it, you sit il, you
stand it,
In Dharana there is a voluntary inner division
for the betterment, for the development * but the division
is still there. In dhanyam, the division ends. That
identification with the idea of the 'Me,' the ‘ego’ ends.
We use that as an instrument, as we use thought as
an instrument, as we use the activity of the eyes, the
ears, the vocal chords as an instrument - thal is a
psycho-physical activity.
In Dhyana, in meditation there is no activity at
all. Meditation is the ending of all voluntary psycho
physical activity. Through the ending of all activity the
further exloration takes place, because the further
exploration is not going to take place through the
m o ve m e n t o f Ihe past. T he m ovem ent of the
conditioning, the techniques, the methods have served
their purpose and they have conditioned the finest
possible matter in you, which you call mind. Mind is
matter, it is finest matter and whal you call your physical
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body is gross matter. They are really one and the
same - fine and gross that is the only difference.
Ultimately Raja Yoga says, matter - your body is the
materialisation of your thought • ultimately it comes to
that, but we are not going lo lhal ultimate point this
morning. We are saying lhat according lo Patanjali
dhyanam has no method or technique. Upto Dharana
techniques, m ethods are necessary, they have a
relevance, any one who says no melhod, no education,
no discipline is necessary - Ihey are indulging in an
illusion. Just by listening to talks, reading books or
academically discussing things, transformation doesn't
happen. Whether you call it disciplining yourself, you
call it educating yourself, you call il conditioning yourself
- whatever names you give to that process of education,
you have to equip your matter, you have to bring out
all your latent sensitivily contained in your matter, so
lh a l the h e ightened, in le n s ifie d and dee pened
sensitivity causes the transformation - Ihe ultimate
transformation.
Vimala is open lo correction bul as far as she
has understood Patanjali, upto Dharana techniques,
m ethods are recom m ended they are prescribed.
Through the gale -way of Silence, through the gale
way of discontinuity of mental movement, through the
gateway of Ihe cessation of the thinking process, one
is going to gel transported into a different orbil of
co n s c io u s n e s s , a d iffe re n t d im e n s io n
of
consciousness. M editation or Dhyana is for the
transportation of consciousness inlo Ihoughl-free, timefree, word-free reality, because alter dhyanam is
Samadhi, according to Patanjali it is dharana-dhyanasamadhi. And you mighl have noticed how Patanjali
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goes inlo so much details about different kinds of
Samadhi, Savitarka/Nirvitarka Samadhi, Savichara/
Nirvichara Samadhi, Sabija/Nirbija Samadhi.
He goes on describing the different qualities of
Samadhi. A Samadhi in which you go and come out,
a Samadhi in which you are still there lo experience
and come back and tell your experiences to others. It
is difficult lo verbalise about Samadhi. You cannot
describe Samadhi, there is no separation as the cosmic
and the individual, there il is all one ocean, you can’t
even verbalise aboul it. Patanjali has gone into many
details in different aphorisms describing the qualities
of Samadhi. Suffice it for us this morning, thal Dharana
according to Patanjali is a necessary step for dhyanam.
Dhyanam is the ending of all techniques and
methods. Dhyanam is ending the concept that you
can transform further. You have tried your level best
from Yama Niyama to Dharana. Whatever you could
do, you have done. So meditation is the phase in
which the last effort is to be made, and that last effort
is to be effortless and to be m ethodless, to be
techniqueless.The last effort is to put your whole being
in the lap of the Cosmic energy as it were. This is
figuratively said, otherwise you willl say la p of cosmic
intelligence", so you look upon it as a personal god?
No my dear, but Life being poetry sometimes such
expressions escape. When you go to sleep, you don't
make any efforl, you relax unconditionally. You have so
m uch fa ith in s le e p w h ich cause s co m p le te
forgetfulness, you are not afraid of sleep. No effort, no
clinging to the center of the ’ Me' o r ' not-me’. You don’t
sleep as a man or woman, you don't sleep as Hindu
or C atholic. All the se lf-consciousness is gone
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completely, unconditionally gone. The only difference
between sleep and Samadhi is thal in sleep there is
no awareness except for an Yogi. In meditation there
is Ihe same unconditional relaxation, total relaxation
and complete elimination of the center of the "Me".
You don't say 'I am going to sleep1If you try to make
an effort to sleep you won’t sleep, you’ll waste the
night in efforts, so there is a dimension of effortlessness
which is also a dim ension of Life. Effort is one
dimension and effortlessness is another. Is there any
effort in love? Is there any effort in the majesty of
innocency? That is why in Silence also there is no
e ffo rt, n o t beca use we do not a p p re c ia te the
significance of methods and techniques but they have
no relevance here.
So lo relax into an unconditional effortlessness
and let the life operate upon you. Your effortlessness
does not mean a void or a blankness or a darkness
or an inerlia. Please do see this. Meditation is not a
state of inerlia, il is not a state of passivity, it is not a
sta te o f m ere void, but w hen you th u s re la x
unconditionally, you relax totally then the Supreme
Intelligence operates. Meditation is the activisalion of
ihe subtle most energy of intelligence. Meditalion
transports our whole being from the domination of
mailer, the domination of instincts and impulses, from
the domination of thoughts into the orbit of Intelligence
and the perfume ol Intelligence is the energy of
Awareness.
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Chapter Nine

PRAKRITI AND PURUSHA
Queslion : What is Purusha and what is Prakriti?
The Yoga philosophy of Patanjali is based on
Kapila’s Sankhya philosophy. Kapila and Ihe philosophy
of Sankhya had come before Patanjali and his Raja
Yoga. So the whole Raja Yoga philosophy is based on
Sankhya of Kapila.
S a n kh ya ta lk s a b o u t P ra k riti o r natu re .
Everything is included in that Prakriti - all matter fine
and gross, even what you call your mind, intellect and
thought, because lor them Mind is the finest kind of
matter. Everything is covered by that one word “Prakriti
- Nature. Translated into English as matter and the
realm of energy. Matter and the whole cosmic dance
of energies is called Prakriti by Kapila in the philosophy
of Sankhya and Patanjali seems to accept that.
Sankhya also talks about Purusha, that which
is not matter, that which does not move, that which is
knowledge itself, that which is light itself, that which is
self-efflugent. Not that the Purusha knows. No, He is
knowledge itself, He is understanding itself.
There is a division of life according to Sankhya
of Prakriti and Purusha. Patanjali has accepted this
analysis of Kapila and he maintains the term “Purusha"
Ihrough out his aphorisms. But the difference is he
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lalks about matter and then he lalks about Purusha Intelligence.
We will go through the question of Purusha and
Prakriti but please see lhat there is a limit in which I
can talk about it, because if you want to understand
the whole thing, you have to go back lo Sankhya - the
24 principles of nature or Prakriti and then the 25th is
the Purusha. If you have some grasp of Sankhya, then
it becomes easy for you to understand whether there
is one Purusha or individual purushas as you have
asked in your questions.
PRAKRITI
Now we will have to pay special attention to the
term inology of Kapila and Patanjali. They differentiate
Buddhi from Manas. Buddhi which could be translated
into English as intellect. They differentiate the Buddhi,
the principle of the Intellect which discriminates, which
analyses from Manas or mind for which they also use
the word "Chitta” . The Manas and the Chitta receive
the impressions brought by the sense organs, collect
them, store and carry then over to the Intellect or
Buddhi. Buddhi or intellect unifies these electric
im pulses received by the brain center. And after
unifying, it intreprets and there is a response by the
sense organs. The electric impulses are carried over
to different centres of the brain, and the buddhi standing
behind, unifying them, organising them.
PURUSHA
The second category is what they call Purusha,
which has nothing to do with nature, with matter - il is
entirely on its own. This Purusha you can call il, the
Cosmic Self, you can call il the Seer, the Jnan or the
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knowledge, the understanding. Purusha is not of matter,
Purusha is something unchangeable, non-material
constituted of perception and understanding -that is
Purusha.
So you have matter or nature on one hand
including mind and on the other you have Purusha or
Self or Atma - sometimes the word Atman is also
used for the Self, the Purusha.
Here is the non-material, completely separate
from the material. They never mix into each other, they
are not inter-changeable. We are talking about Sankhya
philosophy. They are not inter-convertible, not inter
changeable, they are separate - on their own.
Patanjali in one of the aphorisms says “Drashta
drshim alrah shuddho api pralyayanupashyah 11.20
"D ra s h ta ” - the S eer, th e P u rush a, the ever
understanding, the ever Intelligent, that Seer is not the
doer. It does not do anything. Il jusl is. In our modern
parlance perhaps we could call it, the absolute ground
of existence. The physics today analyze life into matter,
energy, emptiness behind energy and the absolute
ground of existence behind the em ptiness. They
analyze it inlo Ihese four categories today. According
lo Sankhya and Kapila and Patanjali the Purusha is
not the doer, the experiencer - il is just the essence of
knowledge, the essence of perception.
You have asked me what is Purusha and what
is Prakriti? Now if these two - the m ailer and the Seer
- Prakriti and Purusha if they are so independent of
each other, so separate of each olher, existing side by
side, what is the purpose of their existence? Kapila
does not provide the answer. He just goes on staling,
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goes on enumerating the tattvas oul of which Prakriti
is constituted and gives a little description of the Seer
- the Purusha. But Patanjali proceeds further. And as
he seems to imply, as far as I can understand Patanjali
Yoga, he seems to imply that the purpose of nature,
of matter is to provide an opportunity for the Purusha
to experience his own nature. A very interesting, a
very problem atic, controversial reply is given by
Patanjali Yoga - that the purpose of the whole
existence, the purpose of this innumerable variety of
material expressions is to provide an opportunity for
th e P u ru sh a , for the S e e r to e x p e rie n c e his
separateness from Prakriti.
How does that experience take place? If the
Purusha is non-m aterial, self-efflugenl, completely
independent on his own or its own, how does the
experience take place, if it is for his experience? For
that is what Patanjali says, that the purpose of Prakriti
is for the experience of the Purusha, for the experience
of his own nature, for the recognition of his own nature.
“Drashtu-drashyayoh samyogo heya-hetuh" 11.17
This is one aphorism of Patanjali in the second
chapter most probably verse 17.
"Drashta” - Seer, “Drushya” - that which is seen.
The contact between the Seer and the seen, the seer
and that which is seen or experienced, the contact of
both is the cause of pleasure and pain. The cause of
pleasure and pain, the cause of experience is the
contact between the two.
Now we have to find oul from our daily life, how
the contact takes place. Let us go back, the sense
organs are there in the body and there is the contact
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wilh the m ailer outside. It is perceived. The sense
organs are mailer, ihe material objects outside are
matter and what is seen is also matter. But the sense
organs are finer matter. The sense organs are finer
than the trees, Ihe sense organs are finer than the
plants. This finer matter gels into touch with the gross
matter. Thai contact creates a sensation. The sensation
is possible because there is life in the tree, the tree is
not dead, it may be gross and the sense organs maybe
finer but it is not dead, there is life in it. Maybe Ihe life
is mule, maybe the Intelligence is not as eloquent and
as expressive but it is still there. The sensitivity and
consciousness is as much there in the atom as it is in
you and me. The nature of the functioning of the
sensitivity maybe different, but il is slill there. Life
pervades everything, the Intelligence of creativity
permeates everything, and so the contact can create
a sensation.
The contact between Ihe finer and the gross
takes place and Ihere is a sensation, and we saw how
it is carried lo the slill finer - the grey matter in the
brain, and behind the brain center is the Buddhi or
Intellect - the unifying principle, slill a part of nature,
but it is the finest part. Now the Buddhi as the unifying
principle interprets according to its conditioning,
according lo its samskaras.
AN this is going on wilhin matter. Contact, inter
action, involvement, intrepretation. And the Purusha,
the Seer, the Drashla is alongside with this. As il is in
ihe cosmos il is in the human body. The same principle
- Purusha and Prakrili, Seer and the seen - il is there.
Thai Supreme Intelligence is existing side by side, by
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his Prakrili. The co-exislence of the two causes the
conjunction in the body, in the material as well as the
non-material. It is the co-existence, it is just the co
existence that causes the experience.
Out of the experience, the Purusha, out of
ignorance thinks it suffers pleasure and pain. You have
asked me from where this Avidya comes? I don’t know
where does the Avidya come from. I don’t want to
give you any theories, I don't know how this contact
creates the Maya, the illusion or how the Intelligence
of the Seer gets clouded. It is the perception of the
S e er getting clo uded w hich is called "A vidya” .
Forgetting its own nature and identifying with the pain
or pleasure that is taking place in Prakriti.
"Drashtu-drashyayoh samyogo heya-hetuh" 11.17
- the cause of all pleasure and pain is the conjunction
of the Seer and that which is seen. The Purusha is the
Seer, instead of just seeing, il has an illusion that “ I
am experiencing". The movement is going on in Prakriti,
it is going on in the body, but somehow the Intelligence
gets clouded, gets covered up and Ihe Purusha begins
to feel that I am suffering, I am going through Ihe
experience of pain and pleasure.
“Drashta drashimatrah shuddho api pratyayanupashyah H.20 one of the next aphorism's says “Drashla
Drashimatrah Shuddho’’ "Drashta" is really only ihe
principle of seeing. "Shuddho” - ever pure. And this
ever pure, ever seeing principle, how does it mistake
what is happening in matter, as what is happening in
him? It is a question unanswered as far as my
perception and understanding goes. It is unanswered
not only by Yoga and Sankhya but remains unanswered
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uplo Vedanta. One has studied Ihe six systems on
Indian philosophy and either they say lhat every
experience is painful ■“Sarvam Dukham” like Gautama
the Bhudda or they explain as Patanjali and Kapila
have done that Ihe conjunction of Seer and the seen
caused pain and pleasure. Bui the question arises, if
they are so separate as matter and non-matter how
does the identification take place?
The origin of Avidya, the cause of Avidya
according to Patanjali in one of his aphorisms is “Tasya
hetur avidya” II. 24. Ignorance is the cause of suffering.
Where does the ignorance come from? They don't
know. Modern Seers like Krishnamurti say it is a wrong
question. W hether it is wrong question or a righl
question, I have to confess my ignorance, I do not
know the origin of Avidya or ignorance. I only know it
is there because in ourselves we have experienced it.
When the pleasure and pain - the movement takes
place in the body, when the movement of pleasure
and pain takes place in the thought stream, somehow
there is identification, and you feel that you are
suffering.
The whole science of Yoga is to enable a student
lo discriminate between Purusha and Prakriti, to
discriminate between Ihe movement of thought which
is a movement of ideas and become aware that pain
and pleasure take place in matter, lhal il is a movement
in matter. Thinking, feeling, willing is a movement that
takes place in matter. Thoughl is matter but thal which
recognises m atler as matter seems to be independent
of it, and therefore there is no pain in Intelligence.
Whether you call it Purusha or you do nol call it
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Purusha, it is your and my experience that some
principle registers the happenings, registers that
happening of pain, registers the happening of pleasure
■ obviously it must be independent of the movement of
pleasure and pain. If it is not independent of Ihe
movement, if it is not Ihe Seer of the movement, if it
is not independent of the experience of pain and
pleasure, it could not register it, il could not verbalise
about it, it could not evaluate it.
Whether in Ihe language of Kapila or Patanjali
or in our own language of modern science we can say
there seems to be a principle of Intelligence, an everseeing principle in the cosmos and within ourselves
which creates a harmony in nature and which enables
us to discriminate the happenings outside from the
ever seeing principle inside.
"Drashta" and “Drishya" - the Seer and the seen,
they seem to be two categories, Intelligence does not
change. Intellect changes, thought changes, thought
can get affected by forgetfulness. So intellect, thought,
feelings, they are changing principles they are in the
orbit of matter, but Intelligence, Awareness, Love,
Compassion do not change. Whether they are the
constituents of Purusha I don’t know. I don't know
whether to call him Purusha or not to call him Purusha,
but there definitely seems to be an all-permeating,
om nip ote nt, om niscient, om nip rese nt ene rgy of
Intelligence incorporated in everything and therefore
incorporated also in us.
This is rather obslruse and abstract, but Patanjali
Yoga has its part of abstract philosophy and mental
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discipline as it has a practical concrete aspect of Vama
Niyama etc.
The significant point of difference between all
the oriental religions and our modern science of physics
etc is Ihis, that according to the Orientals from the
Supreme Principle of Intelligence, from the Purusha,
from the Seer the whole creation has been exploded,
and in the West according to modern science, it is
matter getting finer and finer, and then the principle of
consciousness evolving, developing, becoming selfexpressive. So Intelligence comes last. The Oriental
religions say jusl the opposite, they say first there was
the Chaitanya - Sal - Chit - Ananda. There was the
indestructible Truth - "Sat", Spontaneous Understanding
“ - "Chit" and the Causeless Bliss - "Anand". They say
there was this principle of Sal, Chit, Anand oul of
which came the world. So Intelligence comes first
according to Ihem, which they call the Mahat and
according to science il comes last. But wherever you
begin the principle of Intelligence gets involved. You
call it the Supreme Intelligence because you think it
has come last. So il is very difficult for European or
American or a non-Indian lo gel the feel, to get hold
of what Kapila and Patanjali want to say aboul Purusha
and Prakriti. I can appreciate the difficulty any of you
may have felt about it.
If you go back from Yoga, from Sahkhya lo the
Vedas, go back to the first Veda, the Rig Veda, in the
10th manlra there is a sutra in which the Seer says
lhat before the cosmos exploded oul of Life or Is-ness,
everything was undifferentiated, non-individuated. You
could not differentiate truth from untruth. There was
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nothing which you could call day, nothing which you
could call night. You could not differentiate death from
life and birth. There was such an nebulous condition
of existence - undifferentiated, unindividuated. Only
an ocean of Intelligence, but non-differentiated. That is
what they say in Rig Veda.
And then you come lo Sankhya where they
analyze matter and non-matter, matter and spirit, soul,
self or atman - so many terms have been used. That
analysis is Ihere, Ihen the question of Iheir relationships
is there - why and how the conjunction takes place,
what the conjunction causes - the experience of pain
and pleasure.
And then the science of Yoga says you have to
go through the experience of pleasure and pain. The
pain and pleasure takes place in matter. You have to
go back to your virgin, pristine purity, you are only the
See-er of it - "Drashta drashimatrah shuddho api
pratyayanu-pashyah 11.20. They are only happenings
in the gross matter, they don’t affect you. You are neither
the sinner nor the saint. You are the ever pure Seer
beyond experiencing. All these terms can make anyone
dizzy unless you study the whole Oriental approach to
cosmogenesis, the evolution etc.
For our understanding of Patanjali, Purusha is
the principle of Suprem e Intelligence which is a
perceptive sensitivity. That Intelligence has inbuilt the
quality of perception, of understanding. Perception,
understanding is not its activity, il is its quality. The
understanding is buill in, il is within us. So while we go
through the experiences of pain and pleasure, it is
possible to learn not to identify with them and through
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that non-identification to be aware lhal we are the
other, that we are not the body, we are not the thoughts,
we are not the pain that we are independent of the
happenings in the body, we are the other, which is the
Essence of our being. This is only the crust, upto the
mind it is the crust, upto the interpretations by the
brain and the conditioning it is only the crust, but the
essence, the Lifeness of our being, is the ever seeing
Intelligence. I have no other word,
QUESTION : Is there one Purusha or individual
Purushas?
The Soul, the Purusha is in each one of us,
that Supreme Intelligence exists in each one of us. If
you would like lo call it individual Purusha you may
call it individual Purusha because il is sheltered in Ihe
human body, as a pearl is shellered in a shell.
The P u ru sh a , th a t c o sm ic p rin c ip le of
Intelligence, the Seer, Ihe Drashta is encased in the
body along with matter. So if you like to call it individual
Purusha you can call him individual Purusha. It is like
the ray of sunlight, il you like to say that this ray, thal
has come in my room has individuality you may say
that, but it comes from the sun, il originates there and
it goes back there. In the same way as soon as Ihe
child is bom there is this principle ol Supreme
Intelligence, the Seer, Ihe Drashta inside the body.
Call il individual if you want lo. Patanjali accepts calling
il individual Purusha, originating from the Ultimate
Purusha from the Param Drashta. The individual Vyakti Drashta and the Cosmic ■ the Param Drashta.
The principle of Drashtu ■ seeing and seeingness is
the same in both.
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QUESTION : If Purusha permeales everything, Ihen
all the atoms of my body, all the atoms in the air around me
are permeated by Pumsha, I cannot understand how there
is an Individual Purusha which is not of this body, of this
earth! If Purusha is in every atom in me and without me
then what difference is there between the Purusha of the
atoms and Individual Purusha?
No difference. In essence there is no difference.
You call il individual because you feel the Intelligence
here in the body. Il is a figurative way of speaking, but
it is undifferentiated and unindividuated, all permeating
Principle of Intelligence. Really speaking it is not
imprisoned in the body or completely separate entity
from the other, that idea comes later on in the Indian
mythology of Jivas. All that language comes later on,
upto Patanjali it was not distorted or twisted to that
point.
One has to watch and find out what is matter
in us, how it functions, how Ihe conditioning functions,
and what is Ihe Seer, due to whose presence this
observation becomes possible. Its an ancienl science
and an ancient philosophy.
QUESTION : Are Purusha and Prakriti a duality?
Yes, according to the Sankhya, it is a dualily
and the two remain separate according to Ihem.
Patanjali accepts the duality but qualifies it.
Soul, Self, Atma all these lerms are used for
Purusha and for Cosmos they use the term Param
Alma, Brahman, Parampurusha.
B e ca u se

the
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Intelligence inhabiting the body was looked upon as
being individuated, differentiated, separated and you
were right in asking if it permeates the whole universe
how can il be looked upon as individuated, becoming
an entity inside the body? It can't but lhat was the way
of presenting, of explaining things in 553 B.C.
QUESTION : I cannot understand how Drashta
and Purusha is the same thing?
“Drashta" is the description of the Purusha.
Drashtra means Seer. Purusha is Drashta. It is called
Purusha because the whole cosmos is a shell -‘'Puram"
a sanskrit word from which Ihe word “Purusha" has
come, "Puram” is the shell, the whole cosmos is a big
shell in which dw ells that Principle of Purusha.
"Purusha" • lhal which dwells in a shell. For the cosmos
the word used is “Brahmanda” “Anda” is egg. It looks
like a big egg. Sometimes they call il "Hiranyagarbha” ,
they call it “Virala". That which dwells in the shell of
the cosmos is Purusha. To differentiate the shell and
lhal which inhabits it, they use the term “Purusha".
That is a romantic way of putting the things.
Now what is this Purusha, what does he do?
“Drashta” - he is ever-seeing. Not the experiencer,
jusl the Seer. They don’t call him only Witness, they
don’t say "he is only a witness", they say “He is the
“Seer".” And how is that Seeing? That seeing includes
and in volves u n d e rs ta n d in g . P e rc e p tio n and
understanding are blended together. So you cannot
differentiate the two, you cannot say that the seeing
takes place and in a fraction of second later the
understanding takes place. They say they are blended
into one * two in one. So Purusha is Drashta and the
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jnanatatva both. The Seer and the Understanding both.
The whole universe is “Drashya". “Drashya" is
that which is seen. The Sanskrit root means 'lo see”
Drishya, Drishyate - from which the word “Darshana"
has come about. For describing Indian philosophy you
hear the word “Darshana". "Darshana" - singular and
"Darshanas" ■ plural. The six system s of Indian
philosophy are called “Darshanas” . That which has
been seen and understood is Darshan philosophy.
QUESTION : You said earlier that the Purusha,
the Seer identifies with the pleasure and pain and the
thought, but how does the Seer which is not thought
identify with thought, because “I am suffering” is a
thought.
My dear, did I not say I do not know where this
basic ignorance originates, how this confusion come
about, which is called "Mula Avidya".
What is the cause of this conjunction of Seer
and the seen, Drashta and Drishya, Patanjali says:
“Tasya hetur avidya” 11.24 - Ignorance is the cause.
Where does the ignorance come from? We don't know.
Since the evolution ol the human race, human beings
have m istaken the experiences taking place, the
changes taking place in matter as happening within
the Seeing Principle. There has been this confusion.
If we want to find out how il has happened we
will have to observe in ourselves. For example when
there is a loothache, or a headache don't we say “ I
have pain” - not figuratively, literally we leel that I am
in pain. If Ihe T is not Ihe tooth, not Ihe head, and the
pain is taking place in Ihe head, how does the
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identification lake place? Because I feel that T am the
body, Ihe identification is taken for granted. You and I
have been brought up that way, we grow up with this
idea. How did it happen in Ihe beginning of the society?
How did il happen with the first human being? I do not
know, bul Ihis identification seems to be there, taken
for granted.
QUESTION : Is '‘thinking" a properly of Buddhi
or Manas?
Of both. Buddhi discriminates, intreprets. Mind
collects.
Again let me clarify I am lalking about Patanjali.
I am lalking aboul the Sankhya and Ihe Patanjali Yoga.
Next week if you ask me my answer could be diflerdnl.
Please do see this. I am sitting here lo explain whal
this philosophy means. Vimala is nol sitting here to
talk aboul her understanding of life. She is sitting here
as a teacher would sit in a class to talk about Raja
Yoga, which is a philosophy of Patanjali. So with great
respect I share my understanding of those aphorisms.
That is why I said earlier please don’t mistake thal I
agree wilh everything that every aphorism says.
The Orientals have analysed the mind stuff. They
have analysed it to the finest possible matler, lo the
minutesl possible, as far as they can possibly reach.
According to the functions of the mind stuff, they have
given four different names: Manas, Buddhi, Chitta,
Ahamkara.
C o lle c tin g age n cy is th e M ind - M anas
(Memorising which is different from collecting, is Smrili)
Retaining agency is Chilta
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Analysing agency is Buddhi and
Ahamkara is the monitor ol all these.
QUESTION : Would “Chitta Vritti Nirodha" mean
“Buddhi Vritti Nirodha"?
Yes. It is really my friend, transcending the
illusion of being the experiencer of pain and pleasure.
That is all there is to this business of Raja Yoga and
its mental disciplines.
We are not the experiencer, nor the doer. Il is
the Prakriti that is the doer, that is the experiencer.
We - the essence of our being is only the Seer,
the Seer-ness. That is how I understand the essence
of Raja Yoga.
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Chapter Ten

RAJA YOGA AND THE ART OF LIVING

THE COSMOGENESIS
If you have taken Ihe journey wilh the speaker
since the 24th you m ighl have noticed that Raja Yoga
is a science of life and simultaneously an art of living.
As a science of Life it analyses the wholeness of life,
it analyses the cosmogenesis and tells us in very clear
terms that as a spider weaves a nel around itself out
of the substance of its own body, Purusha the Supreme
Intelligence, a fountain of inexhaustible potential of
creativity, manifests or rather weaves what you call a
cosmos around itself out of the substance of its own
being.
The being ol the Purusha, the ever seeing
Intelligence, the ever sensitive creativity manifests itself
first in the principle which is called Mahat. That is to say
the principle ol Intellect where Ihe Satva, Rajas andTamas
- the faculty of knowing, the faculty of activity and the
potential of inertia is in a slate of spontaneous balance.
Mahat is the finesl expression, perhaps ihe lirst
manifestalion which could be called matter, which could
be called Prakriti. When the equipose gets disturbed,
that is to say the Satva, Rajas and the Tamas begin lo
play around with themselves and the ratio of their quantity
and quantum begins lo fluctuate Ihen out of the Mahat
comes the Ten Malras.
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From the Atman, from the Purusha, from the
Chailanya, from the Supreme Intelligence Ihe first
manifestation is Akasha.
From Akasha the second manifestation comes
as Prana - Ihe vital energy.
Prana explodes into what you call Agni • in the
form of suns and moons and the heat around us.
From Agni, from lhat principle of fire manifests
water, which seems to be its contradictory.
From Water or Apa is generated Earth.
From Earth or Prithvi is generated Ihe cereals,
the grains etc. which feeds and sustains the Prani or
the creatures with Prana - birds, animals, human
beings.
As a science of life it gives us the cosmogenesis
of what we call the Universe. There may be millions of
such universes. We may be aware only of this tiny
universe that we live in with its solar systems and
planels.
To put it in a different way, as a science of life
Patanjali's Yoga describes to us how matter exploded
out of Purusha. I’m not referring to Sankhya this
morning. We are focussing our attention only on
Palanjali and Patanjali's Yoga - all the reference to the
background and foundation in Sakhya has been talked
about.
So there is that non-material Intelligence, Ihe
Cosmic Intelligence which is called Purusha and then
Ihe explosion of matter - gradual and systematic. One
element coming after the other logically, first the finest,
then the less fine, then the two categories of Prakriti
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or matter and Ihe ever-shining, ever-sensitive Seer or
Purusha, Ihe Supreme Intelligence which never gets
affected by the movement that takes place in matter.
Though the m atter has exploded out of the
substance of Chaitanya, as Ihe web around the spider,
the spider remains independent of the net that he
weaves around himself, the Purusha, the Chaitanya,
the Atman remains unaffected by what happens in
matter.
Now this explosion of matter from Akasha lo
Vayu to Agni to Apa to Prithvi etc. is nothing but inter
action of innumerable energies.
Intelligence or Purusha as we saw, is a fountain
of inexhaustible potential of energy. Millions of universes
have exploded out of the fountain, that ground of
existence, that Satta, that Chaitanya and yet the
creativity remains inexhaustible.
T he cre a tivity contained in that S uprem e
Intelligence is shared by what you call the Akasha, the
Manas and the m atter uplo the grossest possible
particle of atom, proton, electron of matter. The
creativity is shared by matter. As it has exploded out
of Chaitanya it contains the energy of creativity,
therefore neither the Akasha, the so called emptiness
of space, nor Ihe earth which looks so solid can be
called dead matter. They are gross forms of creative
energy, they are the result of inter-action of unknown
and perhaps innumerable energies.
So here is matter and inside that matter is what
you call mind - the Ihoughl stream. Thought is a name
given to one of the energies that human beings have
discovered in the matter, within the matter. Now we
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the human beings are born within it and we ourselves
are composed of fine matter and gross matter. We are
constituted of innumerable energies, which are solidified
and we call them matter. Please do see this, the whole
material world is really a field of inter-play and inter
action of energy. When they are solidified you call
them matter, when they are non-solidified you call them
energy. When they are not individuated, when they
are not differentiated, then you call them space,
emptiness or Akasha. And beyond the emptiness of
space or Akasha remains the fountain, the absolute
ground of existence, the Purusha.
The Purusha and the Prakriti exist in you and
me on a tiny scale. They exist in the earth in a bigger
form, in the universe in a still wider and bigger scale.
So the in ter-play of energies goes on and the
Intelligence shines behind the inter-play of energies solidified, nebulous, differentiated, undifferentiated - lhat
is the dance of Shiva, that is the cosmic dance of Life,
that goes on. This is Patanjali's analysis of what life is.
He tells us this, after he must have investigated,
experimented, explored in his body. The Upanishads,
the Vedas, all the six systems of Indian philosophy are
not mere or sheer literature, they are not creations out
of imaginations, they are not fiction, they are the result
of explorations, experimentations gone through by
those, our ancestors. They are not the ancestors only
of the Indians, they are ancestors of the whole human
race - Patanjali, Kapila or the Seers of the Upanishads
who were analysing what Life is - that was their
tremendous interest.
What does the Seer Patanjali want us lo do
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after he has given this philosophy lo us, which I'm
pulling very briefly? Why do they want us to know
this? In order thal we the humans who are born with
an evolved consiousness can be free of bondage.
FREEDOM FROM IGNORANCE - AVIDYA
The energy of creativity in us is no more mute
like that in the mineral world. It is not as mute as in
the animals or in the kingdom of Ihe birds, it has the
faculty of self-awareness. We can look at ourselves
mentally, we can introspect, retrospecl, there is this
capacity of self-aw areness which enables us to
observe, to watch, to analyse, to understand.
Patanjali says: the goal of human life, Ihe
purpose of human life is to understand the nature of
Reality, to understand the role of matter, to understand
the role of energies and lo understand the essence of
Intelligence. It is only understanding that liberates and
ignorance thal binds. We human beings feel that we
are in bondage, lhal we are slaves of matter, lhat we
are prisoners of mind and thought. To them Patanjali
says there is no slavery, there is no prison-house, it is
only ignorance.
“Tasya hetur avidya" 11.24. T he re is only
ignorance about the nature of matter, about what you
call mind and about the sou.ce of life - the Purusha or
the Intelligence.
FREEDOM FROM ATTACHMENT - RAGAH
Now take the second slep with Patanjali who
says what you call matter or energy is always changing.
It is always in a flux. It cannot remain idle, it cannot
remain static. Malter is always changing. What you
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call your body, the gross form is changing. Not only
every day, perhaps every hour and if you go to the
finest particle within you, perhaps every minute. In the
quality of blood, in the quality of cells there is constant
change going on. Birth is the beginning of the flux of
change, of the torrent of change.
Witness the changes taking place in Ihe matter,
in you and you will understand the constant flux that
is taking place. Knowing lhat life around you, on the
material level in which you are living is a huge torrent
of change, do not try to arrest lhat, do not try to impose
a theory on permanency on that.
Come to the less gross layer of your being where
we have sense organs. The capacity of the sense
organs also grows, decays and disintegrates, as the
g ro ss m a tte r of Ihe b od y grow s, deca ys and
disintegrates. The eyes that can see very sharply in
childhood may and can become dim in old age. The
power of hearing may get affected, the sense organs
with their faculties also are going to change. So do not
get attached lo Ihe experience that sight gives you,
because they are also going to change, their nature as
the body grows old. Enjoy while you are in the prime
of youth.
P a ta n ja li does not say run aw ay from
experiences, he says: Lei every experience be the
opportunity for self discovery, let every experience be
an occasion to find out what is an experience and who
is the experiencer lhat is experiencing. Experiences
are an occasion of liberation, ihey are opportunities
for sell-discovery. Thai is the Ihing I have learnt from
Patanjali.
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You need not deny pleasure. When the sense
organs come into touch with their respective objects
enjoy the pleasure they give. Go through that sensation,
but never gel attached, because you are in a field of
flux. Attachment will begin the cycle of misery and
suffering, The world is made for enjoyment, the sense
organs are given to you with the sensitivity lo enjoy,
but enjoyment knows no attachment. Go through the
e x p e rie n c e w ith a le rtn e s s , w ith s e n s itiv ity ,
understanding that, experiences take place in the
lim elessness of life. Do not try lo im pose your
psychological lime, to give il a continuity and say “ I
had it this morning, I musl have it tomorrow’’. It is only
when you introduce the factor of psychological lim e in
the orbit of enjoym enl - w hich is Ihe result of
communication of the energy of your sense organs
and energy of Ihe matter around you ■ that suffering
or misery begins. Otherwise there is nothing like misery
and suffering.
We are talking about the art of living, so do not
impose any theories on this constant flux of change,
the vortex of change in which we are bom and with
which we have to live. Do not get attached to any
expression of matter - fine or gross. Whether you get
attached to others or you get attached to the qualities
of the mind like virtue or leel repulsion against vice il is all going to cause misery because there is nothing
permanent in Ihe orbit of matter and energy. Change
is the Reality and every theory about permenance is
an idea.
FREEDOM FROM ABHINIVESHAH
Proceed still further; lo the energy layer of your
being which you call the realm of Manas, Chilta,
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Buddhi, Ahamkar. The whole thought stream, and its
movemenl in you and Ihe memory in you, is your
inherilence. Most of it is inheritance not from Ihe family
but from the whole human race. You are condensed
human past. You have lhal thought stream with you it is composed of impressions contained in your blood,
in your bones, in your flesh and it is constantly
changing.
There is constant change and therefore it would
be stupidity to impose the idea of permanency, an
idea of continuity on that Ihought structure. We call it
“thought stream", “thought structure” - We are using
the words but there is nothing like permanency and
nothing like continuily in Life. That is the beauty of life
and then there com es the m om e nt of dying.
Disintegration of forms, they being burnt down, they
being buried, getting one with the earth and then again
taking new forms. Emergence of forms in matter and
merging back into the formlessness ■ the dance of
Shiva goes on • Life is a flux. Avidya causes misery.
Asmita, believing that there is an ego and creating
egoism out of it causes suffering, attachment and
repulsion cause suffering and so does Abhinivesha clinging to life.
There is a beautiful sutra given by Patanjali.
“Avidya* asmila-raga-dvesha-abhiniveshah kieshah" 11.3.
HARMONIOUS LIVING
Patanjali takes us a step further. Holding our
hand he takes us a step further and says: If you
remember the whole creation is an emergence out of
the substance of that Intelligence, of that Creativity,
you will see that the whole life is One, it is a wholeness,
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il is an organic wholeness, it is homogenous wholeness
and therefore in the art of living be aware of it.
Ahimsa-salya-asleya-brahmacharya-aparigraha
yamahs 11.30. The guiding light of the Yamah injury will
help you not to get attached, not to get stuck, as
would the attitude cf non-injury. You are a part of Life
and like in an ocean where every drop is related to
every other, we are related lo each other. We are
related lo the animals and birds, lo the trees, the
mountains, the rivers. We are related to one another.
We feel we are separated because we don't see the
mass of space that has connected us. In the space
are innumerable energies which keeps you and me
inter-relaled and inler-connected. We have forgotten
the connection, that inter-relatednesr and therefore
we are violent. Twenty centuries on the planet and we
have yet not got over even lhat barbaric violence in
us. Patanjali says cultivate Ahimsa - non-injury as an
art of living for being in harmony with Ihe cosmic life.
The Yamahs are necessary, we are not wanting
lo go into them again but from non-injury right up lo
non-possessiveness, this is the key of living in harmony.
What we have to do is to live in harmony wilh
one another and with Ihe non human species, with ihe
whole cosmos. Harmony is the proof of Intelligence.
Thought can create disharmony, thought can create
com parison, jealousy. Intelligence leads towards
harmony and cooperation. Thought wants to assert.
Intelligence is fulfilled in being. The manifestation of
Intelligence is in Love, Cooperation, Harmony which
you call Friendship.
So P a lanjali yoga is an edu cation in the
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psychology of cooperation instead of a psychology of
confrontation, a psychology of non-violence instead of
aggression.
How do we do that, how can there be this
attitude of non-injury, truthfulness, non-stealing, nonpossessiveness?
Patanjali gives the answer to that question in
his aphorism "Shaucha-santosha-tapah-svadhyayaIshvara- pranidhanani niyamah 11.32. Look at the
scientific way, the very pragmatic, realistic way of
purification!
How do we attain purification? Do the Asanas,
pranayama and purify the body, purify the mind by
non-comparative approach so there will be ShochaSantosh.
Where will I gel the strength to do the Tapas? What
is tapas? As soon as you investigate and understand
something, live it immediately, don’t allow any lime between
understanding and the living of lhal understanding. Thai
is tapas and so on he shows Ihe way.
But we are to proceed further because after
even purifying through asanas and pranayama, after
having become aware of Ahimsa - Satya - Asteya B rahm acha rya - A p arigraha there is one more
important and very significant thing which is extremely
necessary and lhat is “Pralyahara".
PRATYAHARA
Raja Yoga is the science of moderation, selfrestraint. It does not lalk about giving up the world, it
does not talk aboul the cull of indulgence, it does nol
mention ihe cult of suppression or repression. Neither
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renunciation nor in dulgence. It is a scie nce of
moderation, of self-restraint, which Buddha had called
Madhyama Marga • the middle path. Buddha referred
to it in a beautiful way, in his own way, as “Maitri,
Karuna, Mudhita, Upeksha" which Patanjali also refers
to, later on in his aphorisms. Buddha took Maitri,
Karuna, Mudhita, Upeksha and based his whole Middle
Path on that, You might have read about it. The Hinyana
and the Mahayana Buddhists they talk about il.
P ratyahara is the a rl of m oderation. Self
restraint, moderation creates order and orderliness.
Excess is ugliness. If you under-feed the body, if you
starve il, if it is nol given proper nutrition, Ihen Ihere
is ugliness and if you feed il excessively then again
Ihere is ugliness. Excess on both sides creates ugliness
because it creates distortions. In excessiveness is
im balance and in im balance is impurity. "Shuddhi
Karane Samtulanam" Purification is the mystery of
equipose and equibalance.
In the chapter on Samadhi, Patanjali refers to the
elimination of Ashuddhi - elimination of impurities. So
moderation keeps you rooted, grounded - where there is
no excess either way - under feeding or over feeding,
under sleeping or over sleeping, under exercising or over
exercising. You know the excess leads to imbalance and
imbalance is impurity. Imbalance in every action creates
a psychic knot. Like your blood clot, there is a psychic
clot wilh every imbalance. With every impurity there is a
clot in the psyche as il were, and therefore Patanjali talks
about Pratyahara.
W hat is Pratyahara? Very briefly Ihe sense
organs biologically are incorporated in your material
body in such a way that they run towards their
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respective organs. Slightest presence of an object
around them and im m ediately they gel attracted
towards the outer objects, to meet the respective object
of their own energies. In the eyes is the energy of
sight so as soon as you are awake and the eyes open,
the sight runs through the eyes towards some object,
and the ears run towards some sound. That is how
they are conditioned to get related to material objects
around them and bring in sensations. Sense organs
seem to be living by collecting sensations.
Now here comes the education in Pratyahara.
In Pratyahara you educate each sense organ. You do
not expose your ears to aggressive sounds or excessive
talk. You hear the words of others or your own sound
if and when necessary and when it is not necessary
no excessive talking, even lo yourself.
Teaching yourself moderation. Moderation in
spee ch, m o d e ra tio n in a u d itio n , m oderation in
perception, moderation in eating etc. Moderation is
not taking vows. Il is not a prison-house of musts and
must nots, oughts and ought nols, which may be so in
Hatha Yoga, which may be in Mantra Yoga or Tantra
Yoga. But in Raja Yoga which is the science of life and
art of living, there are not any musts and must nots,
there are not any rigid frame works to which you have
to bind yourself. Because as soon as you bind yourself
to some code of conduct, to some discipline you are
denying the creativity of Intelligence wilhin you, and
we have to be aware of the potential creativity of
Intelligence wilhin us. So we need not build up defence
mechanisms, codes of conduct, patterns of behaviour
and get attached to them, have vested interest in them,
become victimised by them, lalking about virtue and
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sin, talking about heaven and hell. Patanjali does not
talk aboul anything al all, he says if you once learn
moderation - lhal beautiful arl of never doing anything
in excess, doing every acl precisely, mathematically,
s c ie n tific a lly fro m m o rn in g to e v e n in g , then
excessiveness will not create imbalance and impurities.
That is one thing and the second thing is that
Ihis moderation helps you to conserve energy. Please
do see this. The energy is wasted when you do things
in an indisciplined way. If we don't provide sufficient
sleep to the body then we are adding an inertia, an
imbalance. If we don't sleep at Ihe time we ought to
sleep, then we are wasting energy. If we talk too much,
we are wasting energy.
Please do see Ihis. Moderation saves from
imbalances and impurities and moderation results in
the conservation of vital energy, which is necessary
for meditation. To break through the shell of thought
and the Ego, to go beyond matter, to go beyond
thought, which is the sublest possible matter, vitality
and passion would be necessary. Much energy, much
vitality would be necessary and for that energy has to
be conserved. Pratyahara is the source of conservation
of energy. It is the key.
DHARANA
Alrighl we have done it, we have brought
moderation in relation lo the body and in relation to
material needs. How do we bring in moderation when
it comes to mind? So proceed with Patanjali and go to
Dharana. The study of Dharana, teaches moderation
to what you call your mind, which wanders. II wanders
over hundreds of places. Through the study of Dharana
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you give il one direction, Whether you give il the
direction of the lotus of your heart or the lotus on the
crown of your head or you give it the direction of your
naval point, you create a direction for it. It is educated
to run in one direction. So that it does not run in that
direction endlessly you give it a point of destination.
You give il Ihe idea of god through some picture, some
idol, you give il some mantra.
So for cond itioning the mind, the thought
movement, for bringing it to moderation, you teach il
Dharana. You give il one direction, one poinl of
destin ation and teach it to be steady. The ever
wandering, the ever hopping, the ever restless thoughl
learns to be steady. II is now brought from many to
one. Instead of endlessly wandering, it is now going to
one poinl of destination. You choose the point of
destination says Patanjali, whether you do il through
Bhakli Yoga, Mantra Yoga - it does nol matter, take
help of anything that you like but through the study of
Dharana make it steady.
Patanjali says: Abhyasa-vairagya-abhyam tannirodhah (1.12.) Through the Abhyasa - study, if you
perserve, if you persist then even when you are working
Ihrough out the day, the mind will remain steady,
because it has learnt steadiness. So Ihe restlessness
has disappeared and a new quality, a new faculty of
steadiness has come. Whenever it wants to deal wilh
something the mind will deal with il totally, not in a half
headed way, not in a distracted, absent minded way,
but it will be Ihere totally present, because through
concentration, through Dharana you have taught il to
be so.
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DHYANA
It is only when the restless mind, the ever
disturbed, ever divided mind becomes steady and
undivided that it is possible to proceed lo Dhyanam •
and then the entrance into Samadhi.The word entrance
does not satisfy me, the growth into the dimension of
Samadhi, which is the dimension of the supreme
Intelligence, ever efflugent, ever-creative.
Patanjali says the destiny of man is to grow into
an awareness of the essence of his being, which is
the Purusha, which is the Intelligence, which is the
creativity. Matter is the shell. Within the matter, wilhin
the shell of thought, knowledge or experience is the
ever shinning, the ever-efflugenl perceiver, ever seeing,
ever knowing and you are lhal, says Patanjali.
"They know not Truth, who dream such vacant
dreams
As mother, father, children, wife and friend
The sexless Self, whose father, whose mother is He
The Self is all in all
None else exists and
Thou art That
Sannyasin bold, say”
"Aun Tat Sat Aum'1
— Vivekanand
“Where seekest Thou that freedom Friend
This world nor thal can give you?
Thine only is the hand that holds the rope
That drags Thee on
Then cease lament, let go thy hold
Sannyasin bold, say: “A im Tal Sal Aum”
— Vivekanand
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It is a question of letting go Ihe hold of addiction,
of letting go Ihe hold of Avidya - Ignorance.
To be with Ihe matter - its pain, its pleasure, its
birth, its death, its flux of change. Being in the midst
of it, being aware all the time that you are the Other,
the non-material, encased in matter yet qualitatively
different.
Raja Yoga is the science of life and art of living
and the secret of moderation is the source ol harmony.
No compulsions, no rigidity, no stiff structures and
frameworks, but a call to probe your own Intelligence,
lo dig wilhin yourself and arrive al the source of that
Intelligence in yourself as well as in the universe around
you.
Awareness of Ihe nature of Reality, purification
of the material encasement which gets dirty every
minute, which is changing every minute, so the
education in keeping it pure. Not thal you have purified
it once and it will remain pure by itself. It is matter, il
has to be cleaned everyday, as the body has to be
cleaned every day. W ater cleanses the body and
Silence cleanses the mind. You bathe it in Silence, you
soak it in the emptiness of Silence and il comes out
clean again, fresh for the ordeal and travail of Ihe day.
Awareness of the nature of life, purification as
the source of illumination, moderation in our psycho physical movement as the source of conservation of
energy and Samadhi as the dimension free of all
psychological suffering.
“Tatah kle sh a -ka rm a -n ivru ttih ” (IV.30.) The
purpose of studying Patanjali Yoga is the ending of
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psychological misery and suffering. '‘Kleshah Nivruttih"
is the term used by Palanjali. You m ight study
Yajnavalkya Smriti, the conclusion would be Ihe same,
you mighl turn to Shvetashvatara Upanishad which
also talks about Yoga, the same conclusion about
"Kleshah ■ Nivruttih” would be lhere.
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Chapter Eleven

11^11 [ III.
“ SATTVA-PURUSHAYOH SHUDDHI-SAMYE
KAIVALYAMITI" - 111.56
We have seen yesterday that Raja Yoga is a
science of lile and living. It is a wholistic science
encompassing the totality of life. We had seen how it
analyses life and gives the genesis of the cosmos by
indicating that Purusha the Supreme Intelligence is
Ihe source of life. In Purusha or that absolute ground
of e x is te n c e is S e e in g -n e s s or u n c o n d itio n a l
in te llig e n c e , k n o w in g -n e s s or u n c o n d itio n a l
understanding, being-ness or inexhaustible creativity
all blended together.
Along with the Purusha, Patanjali teaches us
about matter and goes into a very elaborate analysis
of matter at all the levels and all the layers - from the
grossest possible lo the finest possible form of matter.
He analysis Ihe solidified matter and the non-solidified
matter which is energy. He analyses the vibralional
forms of energy and Ihe potential form of energy. It is
marvellous how he goes Ihrough the analysis of matter,
mind and intellect. Patanjali yoga uses one word to
describe all this - Prakriti.
We had seen yesterday how purific a tio n ,
m oderation and transform ation are suggested by
Patanjali as a way of living. Il is a way of living in the
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sam e absolute freedom and sensitivity, that the
Purusha or the source of life exists.
In the last few days we have just been touching
the fringes of Raja Yoga. It is a vast, all encompassing,
all inclusive, wholistic science. It is impossible to look
at Raja Yoga elaborately, intensively, comprehensively
in one week or even one month, it demands and it
requires a long study.
If what we have seen yesterday is clear to both
the listeners and the speaker, we will look at that
science of life this morning, the last morning together
from a different angle.
Yoga is a scie n c e of p u rific a tio n and
transformation and the purification has to begin at the
point of perception. Patanjali analyses the mechanism
of perception very beautifully. Mechanism of sensory
p e rc e p tio n , e xtra s e n s o ry p e rc e p tio n , m ental
perception, supra-mental perception and so on. In his
inimitable, elegant way he analyses the mechanism of
purification. And for the purification of the physical you
have lo begin at the sense organ level.
The purification of sensory has to take place
and for lhat he suggests Asanas and Pranayama. For
the purification of mental he suggests Yama and
Niyam a, for the purifica tion of extra-sensory he
su g g e s ts the stu d y of D h ara na. And for the
transformation in the whole content of the sensory,
extra sensory and mental he suggests Dhyanam or
Meditation. And with the culmination of this process of
purification into Dhyanam or Meditation descends
Samadhi or the transformed consciousness and that
is the last phase.
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The dimension in which Palanjali expects human
beings to live is Samadhi. Samadhi as the dimension
of consciousness and dynamics of relationship, the
culmination of the seven angas of the Ashtanga Yoga
: Yama-Niyama - Asana - Pranayama - Pratyahara Dharana • Dhyanam - all culminating into the awakening
of Samadhi.
We have the purification of sensory, purification
of m ental, p urifica tion of extra -sen sory and the
awakening of the supra-mental of the transformed
consciousness.
“Saltvapurushayoh Shuddhisamye Kaivalyamiti
-

111. 56 .

Raja Yoga is for enabling the human beings lo
live in the s ta le of K a iva lya m , th e a b s o lu te ,
u n c o n d itio n a l fre e d o m , a b s o lu te u n c o n d ilio n a l
sensitivity which could be called love and compassion.
A great giant Shri Aurobindo talks about Raja
Yoga as Integral Yoga, has divided the Ashtanga Yoga
into Iwo parts - Yama - Niyama - Asana - Pranayama
for the ascendence of m alter as he calls it, and
P ra ty a h a ra -D h a ra n a -D h y a n a -S a m a d h i fo r the
descendent ol the supra mental. Il is a beautiful way
in which he has analysed the integral yoga. You must
have heard about Aurobindo who has written about
the Vedas. His approach to Vedas, his interpretation of
Gita, is based upon his own Yogic exercises and his
main contribution to the Indian culture and the world
human culture is through the work of what he calls
Integral Yoga. Ascent of matter and descent of the
Divine. That is his language. Every inquirer and explorer
of ihe Divine in India has his or her unique way. But
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no one has uptil now arrived at the dimension of
Samadhi without passing through Raja Yoga. This
seem s to be an inevitable avenue of purification,
illumination, transformation, which every inquirer has
to pass through.
We are going to look this m orning at the
a p h o ris m s : “ S a ttva p u ru sh a yo h S h u d d h is a m y e
Kaivalyamili - 111.56.
As I said we have touched only the fringes, not
even the whole periphery. Though you may try to do
it briefly, it is a very complex, very rich and all-inclusive
approach to life, with so many nuances, so many
shades of meaning, elaborated scientifically, poetically.
The beauty of Raja Yoga is not only the accuracy and
precision of science but the eloquence of poetry woven
into each aphorisms, right from Patanjali's “Atha Yoga
A n u sh a sa n a m " 1.1. to “ P u ru sh a rth a -sh u n ya n a m
gunanam pratiprasavah kaivalyam svarupa-pratishlha
va chitti-shakter ili" IV.34
Those of you who are interested in a deep study
of Raja Yoga will have to begin with the ten Upanishads
- Isha, Kena, Kalha, Prashna, Mundaka, Manduka,
Taittiriya, Ailareya, Chandogya, Brihadaranyaka. I am
suggesting the deep study only for those in the Western
world who want to go Ihrough Raja Yoga or through
the science of Yoga, dedicating their life to it. If you
have no time to study all of them the Ishavasya
Upanishad, Shvetashvatara Upanishad, Sixth Chapter
of Gita, some parts of Yajnavalkya Smriti, Hatha Yoga
Pradipika and Patanjali Raja Yoga can be studied.
T h o se w ho are not in te re ste d in the personal
transformation of consciousness they need not read
all that, but those who want to teach Raja Yoga they
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would contribute quite a lot if they studied whal was
mentioned earlier.
Now let us come back to the Sutra of this
morning: "SaHvapurushayoh Shuddhisamye Kaivalyam
iti 111.56
“Sattva" - substance, "Prakriti" - matter, “Shuddhi"
is purity, “Sarnye" - equal. Patanjali says : when the
purity of the Sattva, that is the matter part of your
being, is similar in equality to the purity of Purusha,
then lhat stale of blended purity of matter • Prakriti
and Purusha is called “Kaivalyam”
What is the matter part of our being? The sense
organs. The mechanism of sensory perception has to
be studied. The mechanism of mental perception •
perception Ihrough word, through ideas, through
thought - that has lo be sludied.
For the purification of “Satlvam" or Ihe matter
part of our being we have to study how perception
takes place and how cognizance takes place.
What are these sense organs? How do they
come inlo contact with their objects outside the skin?
What happens to them? W hat is the quality of each
sense organ - the glandular pari, the muscular part,
the part of Ihe nervous system connected in the brain?
How does the perception take place on the sensory
level? W hat is the mechanism of sensory perception?
When one knows about that mechanism with
ihe help of words one begins lo walch its funclioning.
One gels personally acquainted wilh its funclioning
and then one understands the mechanism. Knowledge,
scquainlnnce and understanding - Ihese are the three
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sleps which one has lo lake in order lhat Ihe purification
of the mechanism takes place. Underslanding shall
purify, we don’t have lo worry aboul how shall I get
purified. Purification is Ihe by-product of the clarity of
u n d e rsta n d in g . Not kn ow led ge w hich is verbal
acquaintance. The verbal acquaintance is just opening
the gate and entering the premises. There has to be
verbal acquaintance and understanding taking place
together.
In the same way we will have to get acquainted
with the mechanism of mind. What is the anatomy of
thought? What is the chemistry of thought and mind?
In order to understand the mechanism of mental
perception, again we have to go through the same
process. Knowledge, lhat is to get verbally, intellectually
acquainted, to gather information, organise it, create
an order in il, and then you watch how the mind works.
You get acquainted with the working of the mind and
lhat encounter with the fact of mental movement results
in understanding.
“Sattva Shuddi" - the purification of Ihe matter
p a rt re q u ire s in v e s tig a tio n thro ugh know ledge,
investigation through observation and then arriving at
underslanding.
If the yoga sludents have only read books,
gathered information bul have not observed practically
the physical and mental mechanism, the quality of
sensory and mental perception, how the perception
takes place, what happens to the nerves and the
chemical system when an emotion moves in the body,
when a thought moves in the body - then il will only
be sterile knowledge.
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You have to work hard upon yourself ■ watching
observing il. If one has not done il, Ihen one will merely
creale purilication at the physical level. The asana,
pranayama, balanced nutrition will give better health
and a beautiful symmetrical heallhy body. That is also
very important, that is the foundalion, but is not one to
proceed with il any further?
One is very much interested that the lovers of
Yoga in Europe and America do not stop at or get
stuck at the physical part of Ihe Yoga - Asanapranayama, neti-dhauli etc. or perhaps dharana and
look upon yoga only as a therapy for physical health
and physical beauty. Let them enrich their physical life,
but lel them not look upon the science of yoga as
meant only for balanced nutrition, curing sickness etc.
That will be touching a hundred part of yoga. That is
only the introduction.
The purification of mental perception should be
a concern of the yoga teachers and yoga sludents.
One feels Europe now is ready to proceed further.
Observation of the mental movement, understanding
the whole anatomy and chemistry of the thought and
mind is the step lhat has to be taken. The study of
Pratyahara and Dharana can help Ihe purification of
Ihe mental body. We have to go upto purifying Ihe
Buddhi or intellect, which according lo Patanjali is a
part of nature, a part of Prakriti. Purification has lo
sta rt from the se n so ry and culm inate into the
purification of Buddhi. When thal purificalion takes
place, then for the crystalisation or stabilisation of Ihe
state of purification, meditation or dhyanam helps.
One has gone up to dharana and let us suppose
that one has arrived at Ihe purification of mind and
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Buddhi or intellect, then the six steps of meditation
would be stabilised. The steadiness, the purification,
Ihg stabilisation requires relaxation of activity. If you
are moving, active, if you are experiencing then the
stabilising, the settling down, Ihe metabolic relaxation
cannot happen.
Meditation is a state when you are not moving
anywhere. Consciously or voluntarily you are not the
doer, the knower, the experiencer. All the movement
has ended with Dharana and in Dhayan you are jusl
at the source of your being - non-doing, non-knowing,
non-experiencing, non-investigating, non-exploring. You
know just being. Because Purusha has Beingness,
the creativity. It has a perception which is a non-mental,
a non-cerebral perception. Il is a supra-menlal or non
m ental perception that Intelligence has, that the
Supreme Intelligence of Purusha has. The Supreme
Underslanding of Purusha is somelhing supramental,
non-mental, non-sensory.
Unless one puls oneself, unless Ihe whole
“sattvam”, the whole matter part of our being is put into
a state of uncondilional relaxation, uncondilional stillness
or silence, unless there is a voluntary cessation of all the
movements from the sensory to the intellectual level,
Ihere cannot be the state of Dhyanam. "Sattvam” includes
this whole realm of matter upto mind and intellect. So
the movement has to cease in the whole of matter, in all
the layers of matter. Mind and Buddhi is the finest layer
and even their movemenl has lo cease. Manas - or mind
is Ihe collecting agency and Buddhi is the receiving,
reta ining, repro d u cin g agent. Buddhi analyses,
discriminales and whenever needed reproduces. All these
agenls from receiving upto reproducing have to cease
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moving.
Yama, niyama, asana, pranayama, pralyahara
upto dharana are movements. Now Ihere is the non
doing in order to purify. The purification gets stabilised
in relaxation. As the health of the body stabilises during
s'eep.You may eat the best food, do the best exercises
in the world, but if you are unable to sleep, then there
is no health, because whatever you had acquired
through the day through nutrition, exercises good
thoughts or whatever you call it, il has to stabilise, has
to percolate to each level - chemical, neurological - lo
the whole metabolism, it has to percolate to each cell,
to each drop of blood - thal happens in sleep, therefore
when you wake up in the morning you feel rejuvenated.
Revitalisation takes place in the stale of meditation or
dhyanam.
When one has reached upto, when one has
grown into that stale and cumulative purificalion has
taken place then "Satlvapurushayoh Shuddhisamye" there is assimilation in the quality of purification. The
matter has been refined. The gross matter and fine
matter, it has been refined through scientific education,
Ihrough scientific conditioning and Ihe refinement has
s ta b ilis e d th ro u g h m e d ita tio n . T hen o nly the
transformation in the quality of consciousness can take
place.
The gross energies and the finest possible
aspect of matter - ihe energy part, has to be purified
and stabilised. Even the energy of thought, the energy
of intellect has to be purified, for il is still covered by
matter. And then you come to understanding and
awareness which are the finest possible energies
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Chapter Twelve
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TATAH KLESHA-KARMA-NIVRUTTIH - IV.30
How do you know lhat a person has grown into
that slate of Kaivalyam or is living in the state of
Kaivalyam, which is called Samadhi, Mukti, Sartori?
How does one know? Are there any indications that
Ihe person really has now grown inlo the state of yoga,
lhal he is a yogi? Teaching asanas, pranayama or
dharana does not entitle you to call yourself a Yogi.
Unless one lives in the dimension of samadhi, and
that dimension of samadhi is m anifested in each
movement • physical, verbal, psychological, cerebral,
as the Chaitanya, the Intelligence of the Purusha is
manifested in the cosmos - in the same way dimension
of Samadhi has lo be manifested in life and living,
then one can call oneself a Yogi.
Patanjali refers lo Iwo indications. When there
is that dimension of Samadhi there is "Klesha Karma
Nivruttih" that is, there is total absence ■ "Nivruttih,”
there is total absence of Karma and Klesha in the life
of that person. Thai is to say such a person who has
arrived at the dimension of samadhi or has grown, has
culminated inlo the dimension of samadhi, he has no
desire to earn or gain anything for himself or herself
from the sensory, the mental, the non-mental movement
taking place in his or her body or the movements
taking place outside the body. He does not want
anything from the world and from the purified states
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and the purified movements in the body. Do you see
that these powers are not for exhibition, they are not
for selling? He does not set up a shop or set up a
shop or a seel or a dogma.
"Karma Nivruttih" - no motivation and no seeking
anything for himself. Care is taken for the sustainanoe
of the body, care is taken lhat the body is clothed
properly, fed properly, not because he would get some
sensual pleasure from it. If thal pleasure lakes place
it is accepted, if it does not take place il is accepted,
if it does nol take place it is not seeked for. No denial,
no seeking, no suppression, no asking. He does not
want anything from his own body as a pleasure, he
does not want anything from his knowledge and
scholarship and erudition. No desire for name, fame,
prestige, power, money. You see the definition of
renunciation - when you do not want anything from Ihe
purification, attainments, achievements in your own
body. They are not means to an end. So his movements
are not the bargaining counters. No selling and
purchasing or exhibiting. Living for the sake of living.
Living for the joy of living, because the act of living is
the only worship of the Divine. The act of living is Ihe
expression of gralilude towards the Purusha • the
Supreme Intelligence.
He wants nothing outside life, nothing from life,
nothing to obtain, no where to go and yet Ihe physical,
the menial, the verbal, the movement in relationship is
gone through wilh sensitivity, intelligence, love and
compassion. He does not want anything for himself
even from his own body, mind or brain. Because there
is no Klesha. There is nothing like suffering in the
being of that person.
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When alone, when in the company of the people,
in the day, in the night, in pain and pleasure, in sickness,
in health, in success, in failure you will never find that
the person is suffering. Psychological suffering has
ended. 11 is only when you do not want anything From
god or man or Irom your own body or brain that
suffering ends completely. Please do not forget we
have discriminated between psychological suffering and
physical pain. Sickness there might be even in the life
of a Yogi. Patanjali says only this: Klesha Nivruttih:
Psychological suffering has ended in such a person.
And if it is not ended then the person is not living in
the state of Kaivalyam. Look at the mathematical
precision, look at the vasl and deep implications when
he talks about "Klesha and Nivruttih", "Karma and
Nivrutlih".
That is why I wanted to talk with you this morning
about “Satlvapurushayoh Shuddhisamye Kaivalyam".
111.56. It may sound like Utopia what Patanjali talks
about but the great Sage, Seer has visualised the
culmination of human growth in refinement, lo Ihis
extenl. After all Divinity is nothing but refined humanity.
If a human being goes on refining himself, at all the
layers of his being, the essence of Divinily which is
the unconditional love, com passion, intelligence,
spontaneous understanding etc. will begin to manifest
through lhat human being. Divinity has to express itself
through some form and that person gets converted
into the vehicle for the Supreme to manifest, to express.
That is whal a Yogi is
So Raja Yoga is a science of purification of
p e rc e p tio n , m o d e ra tio n of se n s e o rg a n s and
transformation in the human consciousness ■ Three
together, blended into one, which you call Jeevan Yoga
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- Yoga of Life. As there are Bhakti Yoga, Mantra Yoga,
Tantra Yoga, Dhyan Yoga, Integral Yoga as Shri
Aurobindo used to say, the speaker has been using
the term "Jeevan Yoga" for ihe yoga of life.
The Orienlal parts of the world have had such
Yogis in Ihe ancienl days, now the Occidental world
which is equipped with science and technology, with
sufficient, knowledge and with Iheir interest in Yoga
could produce
Yogis or d e m o n s tra tio n s of
transform ation in the conlenl of consciousness. It
seems lo be Ihe turn of the Occidental hemisphere.
Since a couple of centuries Ihe W esterners were
interested in the study of Vedas and Upanishads, they
have translated them into German, French, English
and you have also commentaries written on them. In
the last twenty five years the West has started taking
interest in Yoga. A person like me feels hopeful that
sincere and serious minded students of Yoga would
take Pratyahara, Dharana, Dhyana, Samadhi - the
second part of Ashtanga Yoga seriously. I hope that
Ihey won't stop at the first half ■ at the first four steps
- but take seriously the second part and allow that
mutation in the psyche to lake place in their lives.
Il
was this hope that made me give consent to
the suggestion lhal I spend some days with yoga
leachers. I was anxious lo have participants in Ihe
camp who have studied at least the theoretical pan of
Raja Yoga and have taught Hatha Vona for five to ten
years, so we could go deeper, not talk about the
elementary, preliminary parts of the science of Yoga,
but explore and go as deep as it is possible to go with
the help of words.
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Yoga is a science of purification and
transformation and the purification has to
begin at the point of perception. Patanjali
analyses the mechanism of perception very
beautifully. The purification of sensory has to
take place and for that he suggests A san as
and Pranayam a. For the purification of
mental he suggests Yam a and Niyama. For
the purification of extra-sensory he suggests
the study of Dharana. And for the
transformation in the whole content of the
sensory, extra-sensory and mental he
suggests Dhyanam or Meditation. And with
the culmination of this process of purification
into Dhyanam or Meditation descends
Sam adhi or the transformed consciousness
and that is the last phase.
The dimension in which Patanjali expects
human beings to live is Sam adhi. Sam adhi as
the dimension of consciousness and
dynam ics of relationship, the culmination of
the seven angas of the Ashtanga Yoga:
Yam a - Niyama - Asana - Pranayam a Pratyahara - Dharana - Dhyana - all
culminating into the awakening of Samadhi.
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